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Maggie and Me  

 Thatcherism, Education and Personal Biography 

 

Robert W. Aspinall㸨 

The title of this report was inspired by the documentary movie Roger and Me 

made by Michael Moore in 1989. The ‘Roger’ of the title was Roger Smith, CEO of 

General Motors, who Moore held responsible for decisions to close auto factories in 

Moore’s home town of Flint, Michigan. In some ways the movie resembles a kind of 

‘David and Goliath’ story of the ‘little guy’ trying to take on a big, powerful man. 

Moore shows the audience and tries (but fails) to show the CEO the human 

consequences of decisions that are made for economic reasons. The movie shows 

houses being re-possessed and families being thrown out on the street. It also links the 

closing of the factories with rises in crime in Flint. The movie challenges powerful 

people – in a way that recalls J.B. Priestley’s play An Inspector Calls – to consider the 

effects of their decisions on people with far less and power and resources than 

themselves. One thing the wealthy patriarch of Priestley’s play, Arthur Birling, has in 

common with Roger Smith is the belief in ‘self-reliance’ and the fiction that people 

who fall on ‘misfortune’ (for example being thrown out of their home) bring it upon 

themselves.  

What effect, exactly, did the powerful Margaret Thatcher have on the powerless 

Robert Aspinall during her time in power in the 1970s and 1980s? I certainly have not 

suffered anything like the fate of Eva Smith, the unfortunate victim of An Inspector 

Calls. Nor have I had to suffer the redundancy and impoverishment of the former auto 

workers of Michael Moore’s Flint. In fact, there a certain actions taken by Thatcher or  

㸨ྠᚿ♫Ꮫᩍᤵ� Professor, Doshisha University  
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her ministers that I would count as beneficial. The first of these actions, ironically, was  

one that caused her great unpopularity at the time and that earned her the epithet 

‘Maggie Thatcher, Milk Snatcher’. While she was Secretary of State for Education and 

Science in Ted Heath’s Conservative government of 1970 to 1974, she ordered the 

ending of the free milk policy that had provided a third of a pint of milk each day to 

children aged seven to eleven in England’s schools. She was attacked by her political 

opponents for taking the milk out of the mouths of children. There was an unstated 

sexist subtext in the media that this was particularly egregious act coming from a 

woman whose ‘proper’ role should be the nurturing of young children. Actually ending 

this wasteful policy was the right thing to do since by 1970 the vast majority of 

children in the UK had no problem with basic nutritional intakes. Government time 

and money were better spent targeting those children and families who were in poverty. 

That was the economic case for ending the free-milk policy that was mad by Thatcher 

and the Treasury. As a pupil of the time, I also want to put forward an even stronger 

case: the milk usually tasted absolutely disgusting! Even all these years later I can still 

recall the horrible taste, cause by the fact that the milk was delivered in crates in the 

morning but was left sitting in the school yard until morning-break when it was 

distributed by the boys and girls who were designated ‘milk monitors’ for the day. 

Even in the UK’s temperate climate, there was usually sufficient warmth in the air for 

the milk to have gone off by the time it was distributed. So I would like to express here 

my gratitude to Margaret Thatcher for ending that horrible policy! Politics being 

politics however, Thatcher did not get credit for this decision, and she came away from 

her experience as education secretary with a loathing of the educational establishment 

that did not go away.  

Margaret Thatcher became leader of the Conservative Party in 1975 and Prime 

Minister in 1979. I was seventeen years old and so too young to vote in that election. 

We had a mock election at my school and I voted for the Communist candidate mostly 

in order to put two fingers up to the establishment (the kind of thing 

seventeen-year-old boys do). I had mixed feelings about the Conservative victory that I 

wrote about in my diary of the time. People my age were accustomed to Labour 

winning one election and the Conservatives winning the next: it seemed the natural 

order of things. Due to the miserable ‘winter of discontent’ that preceded it I was not 
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surprised that Margaret Thatcher won the 1979 election. It seemed obvious to me that 

Labour under Prime Minister Jim Callaghan had lost. I wrote that it was good for free 

enterprise that Thatcher had won, a concept I was only vaguely aware of at that time 

but seemed to me to be a ‘good thing’. My main worry about the Tory victory was 

concerned with racism, since Conservative boasts of patriotism in the 1979 campaign 

were certainly tinged with racism. The fascist National Front party which had been on 

the rise in the mid-1970s lost votes in 1979, and most commentators agreed that their 

lost voters had gone over to the Tories. 

In 1980 I went to Reading University to find out more about politics. Meanwhile, 

Thatcher’s monetarist economic policies plunged the country into the worst recession 

since the 1930s. Because I was in the sheltered realms of full-time higher education 

(still free at that time) I was not personally touched by the economic catastrophe that 

engulfed other parts of the nation. Every night on the TV news new job losses were 

announced. It seemed obvious that Thatcher must lose the next election. An area where 

I did get involved actively in opposing government policy was defence policy, or more 

specifically the deployment of new nuclear weapons. The US and UK governments 

had agreed to deploy US nuclear-armed cruise missiles at an RAF base called 

Greenham Common near Newbury. The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) 

and other protest groups immediately started organising events at the base. The most 

famous manifestation of protest was the women’s camp outside the main gate which 

eventually gained a worldwide reputation for opposing militarism and promoting 

feminism. One of the ironies of having a woman prime minister was that during the 

time she was the most powerful person in the UK, the feminist movement went from 

strength of strength by opposing the policies of her government. Although the women’s 

camp at Greenham Common was for women only, there were other camps around the 

long perimeter of the base and there were several large events organised that took the 

form of festivals involving music, art and other kinds of expression. It was easy 

enough to hitch-hike from Reading to Greenham Common and join in these events. 

Due to her economic and defence policies I lost the ambivalence I had had on her 

election and I joined a fairly sizeable proportion of the population who came to be 

firmly committed to opposing her and her government. The environment surrounding 

politics became much harsher than I remember it being in the 1970s. The satirical 
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programme Spitting Image replaced Mike Yarwood’s rather gentle impersonations of 

the politicians of the 1970s as the main source for political humour on the nation’s TV 

sets. 

If Margaret Thatcher had so many opponents, how did she win the 1983 election 

with a landslide? Many people thought (and still think) that it was down to her victory 

over Argentina in the Falklands/Malvinas war of 1982. Actually, the electoral statistics 

show that much more important factors were the split in the opposition caused by the 

breakaway of the Social Democratic Party (SDP) from the Labour Party in 1981, and a 

redistribution in electoral constituencies from the north and west of the UK to the 

southeast which is a stronger region for the Conservative party. I voted Labour in the 

1983 election and joined the party later that year, thus confirming my anti-Thatcher 

credentials. After the departure of the SDP rebels, the Labour Party became dominated 

by the Left, including some Trotskyite groups that entered the party in order to further 

their own non-democratic aims. When I moved to Manchester University in the 

autumn of 1983 to study for an MA in political theory I found that the Labour Group in 

the university was dominated by hard left groups. As part of my study of political 

theory it was very interesting to listen to discussions among these groups, but it was 

very hard to see how they could affect the actual governing of the UK, except in their 

contributions to the organised protest against the Thatcher government. 

One of the most important events of the mid-1980s was Thatcher’s defeat of the 

strike launched by the National Union of Miners (NUM). Miners’ strikes had played a 

big part in bringing down Heath’s government in 1974, and it was very important to 

Thatcher and her allies that the miners be defeated and decisively so. I was sitting on a 

commuter train in South London when I read the newspaper story about the end of the 

strike although I did not know any coal miners and had never lived near a mining 

community, I found myself fighting back tears. It was one aspect of Thatcher’s style of 

politics that she divided the country into ‘them’ and ‘us’. There was no question on 

which side of the line I stood, and among my circle of friends at that time I cannot 

recall one Tory. One of the strongest criticisms levelled against Thatcher and her allies 

was that she had divided the country against itself. ‘One-nation’ Conservatives, liberals 

and some on the right of the Labour Party were very alarmed by this. Those on the 

hard left of the Labour party, and some of their comrades in the trade unions believed 
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that all Thatcher was doing was laying bare the bitter reality of the capitalist state. 

They also believed you were either with them or against them. Anyone who talked 

about a ‘middle way’ was either an idiot or a class traitor. Thatcher’s objective of 

destroying the comfortable consensus of the post-war order had been achieved. 

During the academic year 1984-5 I studied for a Postgraduate Certificate of 

Education (PGCE) at Kingston Polytechnic in southwest London. I qualified to teach 

history to children aged 11-19 and mathematics to children aged 11-16 in the 

educational system of England and Wales. After finishing my course, I entered Glyn 

School in Ewell, Surrey as a probationary teacher teaching both of those subjects. I 

was a little surprised to find that after all the deductions were taken from my pay 

packet I was no better off than I had been on a student grant. (Thank goodness I didn’t 

have any student loans to repay!) I continued to live in the same shared-house in 

Motspur Park, London that I had lived in as a student. It was a small terraced house in 

which four other people lived as well as myself. Fortunately I was single and had no 

dependents. This kind of low pay was clearly the reason why many teachers were 

going on strike. As soon as I became a full time teacher I joined the largest teaching 

union, the National Union of Teachers (NUT) and also joined the strikes that were 

occurring at that time. Of course each day you went on strike you were not paid, and so 

lost more money from your meagre salary. The morale of teachers was also very low at 

this point. One clear problem with the education system in England (less so in other 

parts of the UK) was the fact that the ruling class sent their children to different 

schools from the rest (90% or more) of the population. Therefore, there is little real 

concern about what goes on in the state education system, since cabinet ministers, and 

other members of the elite send their children to private schools. Part of the purpose of 

the teachers’ strikes was to draw attention of these people to the terrible under-funding 

of the state system. There was no question in my mind that the strikes were justified 

and there was no question that Thatcher was the main enemy who was oblivious to the 

needs of the state system. Her two children, Carol and Mark went to very expensive 

private schools of course. 

The next important event connecting my fate to Thatcher’s was the Great 

Reform Act of 1988, pushed through by her education secretary, Kenneth Baker. Now 

we arrive at the first time since the removal of that disgusting milk in the early 1970s 
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that Thatcher had a positive effect on my life. Firstly, the Act was connected to a 

serious pay increase for teachers (at last!), something which brought an end to the 

strikes and other forms of industrial action that had been frequent in the early and 

mid-1980s. Secondly the Act introduced the GCSE exam which I regard as a great 

improvement over the old ‘O’ level/CSE combination that had gone before. The history 

curriculum in particular was improved (although a lot of it was already in place before 

1988). I have read some reports in the Japanese press that stated that this new history 

curriculum introduced a more patriotic version of history. Thatcher had made it clear 

that that was the kind of history teaching she liked, but in actual fact there was no 

mention of this in the curriculum. In this area the detested educational ‘establishment’ 

was able to score a victory over Thatcher. Baker, who had seemed to be an 

arch-Thatcherite at first, turned out to be reasonably pragmatic in introducing 

improvements to the education system.  

In 1989 I left the UK to get a job on the JET programme in Japan. One year later, 

Thatcher had been removed from her job by a mutiny of senior members of her own 

party led by Michael Heseltine. So this brings to an end the story of her direct effect on 

my life. How ironic that I chose Japan as the country to go to for a new life? This was a 

country dear to the heart of Margaret Thatcher with its work ethic, its commitment to 

capitalism and permanently governed by a conservative party. Maybe my life has more 

in common with Thatcher’s than I want to recognise? 
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ࡢᚋࡢࡑࡣၥ㢟ࢺ࣮ࢽࡢࡇࠊࡀࡿ࡞ࡇࡿࡆ࠶ࡾࡃ᪩ࡕ 10 ᖺཬࡪ♫ⓗ㝖ࡢᑐ

ᛂࡶ࡛࡞ࡢせ࡞ㄢ㢟ࠋࡓࡗ࠶࡛ࡘࡦࡢ᪉ࠊ♫⚟♴ࡢ㛵㐃࡛ࣞࣈᨻᶒࡢ♫ⓗ

㝖ࣘࠊࡀࡢࡓࡋ┠╔ࡀࢺࢵࢽ㣴ㆤඣ❺ࡢၥ㢟࡛ࠋࡿ࠶Ꮚ౪ࡢᮇ㣴ㆤᥐ⨨࠸࡚ࡅ࠺ࢆ

10ࠊኻᴗࠊࢫ࣒࣮ࣞ࣍ᚋࡢࡑࠊሙྜࡓ ௦ࡢẕぶࡀࢡࢫࣜࡢ࡞ࡿ࡞㧗࠸ഴྥࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀ 

� 2010ࠊࡣ㣴ㆤၥ㢟ၥ㢟ࢺ࣮ࢽࡢࡽࢀࡇ ᖺ 5 ᭶ࡢ⥲㑅ᣲࡢ⤖ᯝㄌ⏕ࡓࡋ㐃❧ᨻᶒ࠸࠾

ࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊࡣࡢࡿ࠸࡚ࡋඹ㏻ၥ㢟ࡢ᪉ࠋࡓࡗ࠶せㄢ㢟࡛ࡢ⟇ⱝ⪅ᨻࡶ࡚ 16 ṓࡽ

18 ṓࡢ࡚ࡅၥ㢟࠺࠸ഃ㠃࡛ࡢࡇࠋࡿ࠶ᮇ5ࠊࡣ ṓࡽጞࡿࡲ 11 ᖺ㛫ࡢ⩏ົᩍ⫱ᮇ

㛫㸦ᑠᏛᰯ 6 ᖺࠊ୰➼Ꮫᰯ 5 ᖺ㸧ࠊ࠼⤊ࢆᏊࡀࡶேࡢ௰㛫ධ࡚ࡋࢆࡾ♫ࡃ࠸࡚࡛

‽ഛᮇ㛫࡛ࡢࡇࠊࡾ࠶᥋⥆ࠊࡣ࠺ࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ⾜ࡃࡲ࠺ࡀᏊࡶ⮬㌟ࢇࢁࡕࡶࡣ♫

 ࠋࡿ࠶㛵ᚰ࡛࡞㔜ࡶ࡚ࡗ

 

㸯� 㟷ᖺᮇࢺ࣮ࢽࡢၥ㢟ᩍ⫱ 

㸦㸯㸧ࢺ࣮ࢽ≧ែࡿ࠶㟷ᖺࡕࡓ 

� 16 ṓࡽ 18 ṓྠࠊࡣࢺ࣮ࢽࡢ࡛ࡲᖺ㱋ேཱྀࡢ⣙ 9㸣16ࠊ ேࠊࡀࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ⏨ዪẚ

ࠊ⪅ⱝࡿ࠶ኻᴗࡸ㈋ᅔࡀぶࠊࡣ࡚ࡋ㞟ᅋ࠸ࡍࡸࡾ࡞ࢺ࣮ࢽࠋ࠸ከዪᛶࡸࡸࡤ࠼࠸࡛

㟷ᖺࣉ࣮ࣝࢢࢸࣜࣀ࣐ࡀᖐᒓࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶ࠊࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ㟷ᖺ⮬㌟ࡀḟࣉ࣮ࣝࢢࡢᒓ

10ࠊⱝᖺㆤࡕࢃ࡞ࡍࠊሙྜࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ ௦ࡢẕぶࠊࢫ࣒࣮ࣞ࣍ࠊ㣴ㆤඣ❺ࠊ㞀ᐖ⪅㸦▱ⓗࠊ

㌟యࠊ⢭⚄㸧࣭࣮ࣝࢥࣝࠊ⸆≀౫Ꮡࠊ≢⨥Ṕࡿ࠶ࡢⱝ⪅ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉࠊ 

� 10 ௦ᚋ༙ࢺ࣮ࢽࡢ≧ែࡢࡑࡣᚋࡢⱝ⪅ࡢே⏕࡞ࡁᙳ㡪ࢆࠊ࠼㈋ᅔࠊᢚࠊࡘ࠺

ᗣࢡࢫࣜࡢ࡞せᅉࡀࡇࡿ࠺ࡾ࡞᫂ࠊࡽࡉࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ࡽపᏛຊ࡛ࢽࡿ࠶

ࡶ࡛⏺῭⤒ࡣၥ㢟ព㆑ࡢᏛຊၥ㢟ࡢ㟷ᖺࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊࡵࡓ࠸㧗ࡶࢡࢫࣜࡿ࡞ែ≦ࢺ࣮

㧗ࢺࢫ࣑ࣀࢥ࢚ࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊࡃㄅ25ࠊࡤࢀࡼ ṓࡽ 34 ṓࡢ࡛ࡲປാ⪅࡛࣮࣭ࣟࣝ࢟ࢫ

㸦⩏ົᩍ⫱࡛⋓ᚓࡁࡍ⬟ຊ:ㄞࡳ᭩ࡢࢇࡤࢁࡑࡁ⬟ຊࡀప࠸≧ែ㸧ࡢྜ࡛ࢠࠊࡿࡳ

ࡣࢫࣜ OECD ᖹᆒୖࢆᅇ3ࠊࡾ࠾࡚ࡗ ⛬ᗘ⤂ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ 

㸦㸰㸧⩏ົᩍ⫱⤊๓ᚋࡢᡭᙜࢺ࣮ࢽၥ㢟 

� ົ⩏ࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊࡣࡘࡦࡢㄢ㢟ࡓࡁ࡚ࡗࡀୖࡧᾋࡽ㟷ᖺࡢែ≦ࢺ࣮ࢽ࡞࠺ࡼࡢࡇ

ᩍ⫱ࡃ 16ṓ๓ 16ṓࡽ 18ṓࡢ࡛ࡲ⩏ົᩍ⫱⤊๓ᚋࡢᮇ୍ࢆ㈏ࡓࡋᨻ⟇࡛⦅

19ࠊ࡛ࡇࡑࠋࡓࡗ࠶࡛ࡇࡿࡍ ṓ࡛ࡲேࡢ⛣⾜ᮇ㛫ࠕࢆ༞ᴗࠖࡼࡿࡁ࡛ࡀࡇࡿࡍ

పᡤᚓࠋࡓࡋ┤ぢࢆ⟇ᩍ⫱ᨻ࡚ࡵྵࢆ㈈ᨻ㠃ࠊேᮦ⫱ᡂࡢᩍᖌࠊෆᐜ࣒ࣛࣗ࢟ࣜ࢝ࠊ࠺

⪅ᒙࡢᩍ⫱㈨㔠ࢆᰂ㌾㐠⏝ࠊࡋከࡢࡃ㟷ᖺࡀᏛ⩦ࡢᶵࢆᚓ࠺ࡼࡿࡁ࡛ࡀࡇࡿ┦
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ㄯᨭࢆࢫࣅ࣮ࢧࡢᐇࠋࡓࡗ࡞ࡇࡿࡏࡉ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡶ⤂ࢧ࠺࠸ࣥࣙࢩࢡࢿࢥࡓࢀࡉ

13ࠊࡣࢀࡑࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡢࡶ࡞௦⾲ⓗࡢㄯᨭ┦ࡢࡇࠊࡣࢫࣅ࣮ ṓࡽ 19 ṓࡢⱝ⪅ᑐ࡚ࡋ

᭱ప㝈ࡢᇶ♏Ꮫຊࡵࡓࡿࡏࡉࡅࡘࢆᩍ⫱ࡢࡑࠊ࠺ࡼࡏࡉ⥆⥅ࢆጉࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ࡆⱝ⪅

࣭ࣝࢼࢯ࣮ࣃ࡚ࡵྵࡶၥ㢟࡞ᐙ᪘ⓗࠊಶேⓗࡢ  ࠋࡿ࠶࡛࣒ࢸࢫࢩࡿࡢㄯ┦ࡀ࣮ࢨࣂࢻ

� యⓗ࡛࡞ࡢࢳ࣮ࣟࣉ࡞ὀ┠ࠕࠊࡣࡢࡿࢀࡉಙ㢗࡛ࡿࡁே 㸦ࠖtrusted adult㸧࡚ࡋ

ࢀࡉᙉㄪࡀࡇ࠺ྜࡁྥࡾࡗࡋ㟷ᖺࡿ࠶ⓗ㝖♫ࡸ㈋ᅔࠊࡾ࠶ಖ࡛☜ࡢ⪅ㄯ┦ࡢ

 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚

� ࡛ࡲࢀࡑ 15 ṓ࡛ࡓࡗ࠶⩏ົᩍ⫱⤊ᮇ㛫2008ࠊࡣ ᖺࡢᩍ⫱ᢏ⬟ἲࡾࡼ 2013 ᖺࡣ 17

ṓ2015ࠊ ᖺࡣ 18 ṓᘬࠊࡣࢀࡇࠋࡓࢀࡽࡆୖࡁ㞠⏝ࡢࡵࡓࡃࡘ⫋ᴗカ⦎ࡶே

ୡ࡞ࣝࣂ࣮ࣟࢢࠊࡾᅗࢆࡆᗏୖࡢᏛຊࠋࡿ࠶ᯝ࡛⤖ࡿ࠸࡚࠼ᤊࡃᗈ࡚ࡋࡧᏛࡢࡵࡓࡿ࡞

⏺ᕷሙࡢ࡛ࡶࡢ➇த࠺ྥࡕ❧ዎᶵࡀ࠺ࡢࡿ࡞ၥࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ 

 

㸰� 㐃❧ᨻᶒࡢ࡛ࡶࡢⱝ⪅ᑐ⟇ࡢㄢ㢟 

2010ᖺ 5᭶ࢫࣜࢠࡢ⥲㑅ᣲ࡛ປാඪࡢᩋ࡚ࡅཷࢆᡂ❧ࡓࡋಖᏲඪ⮬⏤Ẹඪࡢ

㐃❧ᨻᶒࠊࡣᨻᶒබ⣙ࡢ୰࡛㈈ᨻᘓࡢࡵࡓࡢᨭฟぢ┤ࢆࡋ➨ 1 ࣜࢠࡣᬒ⫼ࠋࡓࡆᥖ

2010ࠊࡾ࠶ࡀᚿྥࡢ⥺ᡂ㛗㊰῭⤒ࡣᅜෆⓗࠊᏳ῭⤒ࡢࣃࢵ࣮ࣟࣚ࡞༴ᶵ῭⤒ࡢࣕࢩ

ᖺ࡛ࡲᏊࡢࡶ㈋ᅔࢆࡇࡿࡍ⁛᧞ࢆᥖࡓࡆປാᨻᶒࡢᨻ⟇ࠊࡶࡽࡀ࡞ࡋ⥆⥅ࢆⱝ⪅

㡿ᇦࡢᨻ⟇ࡣᚲࡶࡋࡎ᫂☜࡛ࠋࡓࡗ࡞ࡣ 

㸦㸯㸧�㐃❧ᨻᶒࡢⱝ⪅ᨻ⟇ 

� 2011 ᖺ 12 ᭶බ⾲ࡓࢀࡉ㐃❧ᨻᶒࡢⱝ⪅ᨻ⟇ࠗ ⱝ⪅ࢆ⫯ᐃ13࣮࡚ࡋ ṓࡽ 19 ṓࡢ࡛ࡲ

ⱝ⪅㛵ࡿࡍᨻᗓ㛫⟇ࡢ᪂ࢳ࣮ࣟࣉ ࠊ㠀ႠẸ㛫ᅋయࠊᨻ⾜⪅ⱝࡿ࠶࡛⪅ᙜࠊࡣ࠘

㉳ᴗ⤒Ⴀ⪅ࡸᑓ㛛ᐙࢆࠊ࡚࠼ඹྠ࡚ࡋసࠋࡓࢀࡽࡆୖࡾ 

� ࡁ࡞ᚲせࡀ⪅ⱝࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࣥࣙࢪࣅࡢ♫࡞ᐃⓗ⫯⪅ⱝࠊࡣࡢࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ♧ᥦࡇࡑ

Ᏻ࡛ࠊࡆ㐙ࡋᡂࡃࡲ࠺ࢆࡸ⩦Ꮫࡀ⪅ⱝࡢ࡚ࠊࡇࡿࢀࡽࡅཷࡀຓࡢ᪩ᮇࡣ

ᗣⓗ࡞⏕άࢆ㏦ࠊࡾᩍ⫱ࡿࡅ࠺ࢆᶵࠊಶேⓗ࣭♫ⓗⓎ㐩ࡢᶵࡓࡲࠊ⮬ศࡢࡕࡓពぢ

ࠊࡀᰕࡢࡘ㸱ࠊ௨ୗࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ♧ࡀほⅬ࠺࠸ࠊࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡲᜨᶵࡿ࠼ࡽࡶ࡚࠸⪺ࢆ

ᨻᗓࡢᙺ࡛ࠋࡿ࠶➨ 1 ࡿ࠶ᩍ⫱⤊Ⅼ࡛ົ⩏ࠊ 16 ṓࡢᏛຊࢆᘬࠊࡇࡿࡆୖࡁ➨ 2

 16 ṓ௨㝆ࠊ♫ཧຍᖺ㱋ࢆ 18 ṓ࡛ࡲᚎࠎᘬࠊࡆୖࡁⱝ⪅ᩍ⫱ࡸ⫋ᴗカ⦎ᑵࡏ 

16-19ࠊ᪉ࠊ ṓྥࡢࡅ᪂࡚ࡗࡼ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉ࠸ࡋ㞠⏝ぢ⩦࠸⢭ᗘ㸦Apprenticeships㸧ࡸ⫋

ᴗᩍ⫱ࡢᨵ㠉ࢆ㐍࡚ࡋࡑࠊࡇࡿࡵ➨ 3 ࡢኻᴗ୰ࠊ 18-24 ṓࡢ࡛ࡲⱝ⪅ᨻᗓࡀຓᡂࡋ

ࡓ 16 ࡢ㞠⏝ 25 ࡢ⫋ሙ⤒㦂ࡢሙࢆᥦ౪16-17ࠊࡶࡿࡍ ṓࡢࡸᩍ⫱ࡶ᭱

㐲ࡿ࠸࡚ࡗࡊⱝ⪅ᑐ࡚ࡋᨭࡿࡍ᪂ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡇࡿࡆୖࡕ❧ࢆ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉ࡞ࡓ 
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㸦㸰㸧ホ౯ㄢ㢟 

� ࠗⱝ⪅ࢆ⫯ᐃࠊࡣ࡚࠘ࡋⱝ⪅ࢆ≉ᐃࡃ࡞ࡣ࡛ࡢࡿࡳ࡛ࣉࢱ࢜ࣞࢸࢫࡢ๓ྥࡁᤊࡿ࠼

ẚ࣮ࣃ࣮࣭࣌ࢺ࣡࣍ࡢ๓ປാඪᨻᶒࠊࡀࡓࡵ㞟ࢆᨭᣢ࠸ᖜᗈࡣ࡚࠸ࡘᛕ⌮ࡢ࡞

ࡍ࿊ࢆၥࡢࡃ࠸࡚ࡋ⌧ᐇ࡚ࡋ࠺ࡼࡢࡃ࡞ᑡࡀෆᐜ࠺కࢆ⨨ண⟬ᥐ࡞ලయⓗࠊࡿ

㐃❧ᨻࠊࡣ࡚ࡗࡄࡵࢆⅬ࠺࠸ࡢࡿࡍಖ☜࠺ࢆ※㈈࡞ᚲせᨵ㠉ࠋࡓࢀࡽࡳࡶពぢࡿ

ᶒࡣṓฟ๐ῶ⟇ࢆᡴࡕฟࠊࡋ㈈ົ⮧ࡢ J.ࡀ࣮ࣥ࣎ࢬ࢜ 2015 ᖺᗘ୍⯡ṓฟࢆ 115 ൨࣏ࣥ

ࡕ࠺ࠊࡋ⾲Ⓨࢆࡇࡿࡍ๐ῶࢻ 40 ൨ࡣࢻ࣏ࣥ⚟♴ண⟬ࡢ๐ῶศ࡛ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ᚋࠊ⚟♴ண⟬

 ࠋࡿ࡞ࡇࡃ࠸࡛ࢇ㐍ࡀྜ⤫⟭ணࡿࡼᨻᗓࠊࢀࡉタᐃࡀ㝈㢠ୖࡣ

� ࡶࡿ࠼ࢆᙳ㡪࡞ࡁ῭⤒ࡢᐙᗞࡘࡶࢆࡶᏊࡣ⟇ᩍ⫱࣭⚟♴ᨻࡢ㐃❧ᨻᶒࡓࡋ࠺ࡇ

2010ࠊࡣ࡛⟭ヨࡢົᒁ࣮ࢼࣙࢩࢵ࣑ࢥࡶᏊࡢࢻࣥࣛࢢࣥࠊࡾ࠶࡛ࡢ ᖺᗘࡽ 15 ᖺ

ᗘ࡚ࡅ㈋ᅔ⥺௨ୗࡢᏊࡣᩘࡢࡶ 230 ேࡽ 300 ேቑࢃࡾࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࡿ࠼

ࡣᩘࡢࡶᏊࡿࡍᡤᚓ௨ୗ࡛⏕άࡢప㝈ᗘ᭱ࠊࡅ 40 ேቑ࡚࠼ 680 ே᥎ィࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ 

࠼ᢪࢆᅔ㞴ࡶᩍ⫱⎔ቃࡓࡋ┙ᇶࢆά⏕ࡢࡕࡓࡶᏊࡣ࡛࡞ࡢ㈈ᨻ⎔ቃ࠸ࡋཝࡓࡋ࠺ࡇ

 ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࢁࡇࡿࢀࡉᠱᛕࠊࡎᚓࢆࡿࡊࡽ࡞ࡇࡿ

㸦ཧ⪃ᩥ⊩㸧 

㸯㸧Report of National Union of Teachers 2016 

㸰㸧Social Exclusion Unit, Bridging the Gap: New Opportunities for 16-18 years olds not� in Education, 

Employment or Training, Cm 4405, 1999 

㸱㸧Department for Education, Charter for Care Leavers, Crown copyright 2012 

 

 
�ࢥ ࣛ�  ࣒
 

ୡ⏺ẚ㍑ᩍ⫱Ꮫி࡚㸸ࡿ࠼⪄ࢆ࣐࣮ࢸࣈࢧ 

 

� � � ὒ� Ꮚ㸨 

� ୡ⏺ẚ㍑ᩍ⫱Ꮫ㸦WCCES㸧➨ 16 ᅇࡣிᖌ⠊Ꮫࢆሙ2016ࠊ ᖺ 8 ᭶ 22 ᪥

ࠋࡿ࡞ཧຍࡢ┠2ᅇࡣᅜ㝿ࡢிᖌ⠊Ꮫ࡛࡚ࡗ⚾ࠋࡓࢀࡉᮇ㛫㛤ദࡢ26᪥ࡽ

୰ᅜࡣ 5 ᖺ㏆ࡃ⏕άࡓࡋ⤒㦂࡛ࡢࡿ࠶ࡀ⏕ά័⩦ࡿ࠶ࡣ⛬ᗘ▱ࠊࡀࡓࡗࡔࡾࡶࡘࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ

⩣ࡣࢢࣥࢽࣉࣁࠋࡓࡗ࡞ຮᙉ࠸࠸࡚ࡵᨵࠊࢀࢃ⯙ぢࢳࣥࣃඛไ࡞ᙉⅯኪࡢࡑࡓ࠸╔

᪥ࡢཧຍⓏ㘓ࠊࡁ⥆ࡶᅇࡢࡣಶேⓗἼࡢᖥ㛤ࠋࡓࡗ࡞ࡅࡢ⡆༢࡞ሗ 

㸨ᮾὒⱥዪᏛ㝔Ꮫ� 㠀ᖖㅮᖌ 
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࿌࠸ࡓࡋࢆᛮࠋ࠺ 

� WCCES ➨ 16 ᅇୡ⏺ࠊࡣ࣐࣮ࢸ࣓ࣥࡢ“Dialectics of Education: Comparative 

Perspectives”� ࠊࡀࡿ࠶࡛࣐࣮ࢸࡓࡋฟࡕᡴ๓㠃ࢆẚ㍑ࠖࠕࠋࡓࡗࡔࡳࡢⱥㄒ⾲グࠊ࡛

ሙࡸࡢ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉ㠃ࡣ� ‘Global Perspectives Local Solutions’ ࡀ࣐࣮ࢸࣈࢧ࠺࠸

ᥖࠋࡓࡗ࠶࡚ࡆⱥᩥࢆࡅࡔㄞ࡞ࣝࣂ࣮ࣟࢢࠕࠊࡤࡵど㔝ࢆ௨࡚ྛᅜ࣭ ᆅᇦࡢᑐᛂ⟇ࠖࡿ࠼⪄ࢆ

㊊❧ࠗࡀ୰ᅜㄒࡓ࠸࡚ࢀࡽࡆᥖ⥴୍ⱥᩥࡢࡇࡀࢁࡇࠋ࠺ࢁ࠶ᬑ㏻࡛ࡀࡢࡿࡍゎ㔘

୰ᅧ� ᨺ║ୡ⏺ 㸦࠘୰ᅜᮏᅵ࡛ࡣ⡆యᏐࠊࡀࡿ࠸⏝ࢆ⦾యᏐࡀࡶࡇࡓ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ⯆ࡀ

ࡿࡅྥࢆ┠⏺ୡࠊࡋ⬮❧୰ᅜࠕࡣ᪥ᮏㄒ࡛ࠋࡓࡗࡔ㸧ࡃࢃ  ࠋ࠺ࢁ࡞ពࡢ࠸ࡽࡃࠖ

� ᅜ㝿㆟ࢺࢫ࣍ࡢᅜࡣᚲࡶࡋࡎⱥㄒࡀබ⏝ㄒࡣ㝈࡛ࡇࡑࠋ࠸࡞ࡽⱥㄒ⌧ᆅࡢゝㄒ

8ࠋࡍࡓᯝࢆᙺ࡞ኚ㔜せࡣグ⾲ࣝ࢞ࣥࣜࣂࡢ ᭶ࡣᏛᰯࡢኟᏘఇᴗ୰࡛ࠊࡵࡓࡿ࠶

Ꮫ୍ࡣ⯡ᕷẸࡶ㛤ᨺࢆࢫࣃࣥࣕ࢟ࠊࢀࡉᩓṌࠊࡾࡓࡋᑠ࠸ࡉᏊࢆ㐟ࠊࡾࡓࡏࡤୡ㛫ヰ

ⰼࢆဏࡿࡏ⪁ⱝ⏨ዪࡀ㞟ࡢ࠸᠁࠺ሙࠋࠗࡓ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ ❧㊊୰ᅧ� ᨺ║ୡ⏺ ୡࠊᏐᩥࡢ࠘

✲◊ࡽୡ⏺୰ࠕࠋ࠺ࢁࡔࡓ࠸ᢪࢆ࠸ᛮ࡞ࢇࡣࠎேࡢᕷࠊぢ࡚ࢆ⪅ཧຍࡿࡲ㞟ࡽ⏺

࠸࡞ࡃࡋ࠾ࡶ࡚ࡗᫎࠖࡿ࠸࡚ࡗྜࡾㄒࢆၥ㢟ࡢ⏺ୡ㍈ࢆ୰ᅜࠊ࡚ࡗࡲ㞟୰ᅜࡀ⪅

WCCESࠋ࠺ࢁࡔ࠸࡞ࡣ࡛ࡢ ୡ⏺ࣝ࢞ࣥࣜࣂࡢ࣐࣮ࢸࣈࢧࡢᥖ♧ࠊࡣᵝ࡞ࠎ᠈ 

࡞ࡣࡇࡿฟࡀពぢࡿࡍ㛵௳ࡢࡇ㛤ദ୰ࠊࡀࡓࡗࡔࡢࡶ࠸࡞ࡃࡋ࠾ࡶ࡛ࢇࢆ

࡚ࡋࡑࠊఫᡤࡢࡑᡤ✲◊ࡢᏛࠊࡣࡢࡓࡗࡔグేࡢ୰࡛୰ᅜㄒࡢ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉࠋࡓࡗ

 ࠋ࠺ᛮࡔࡢࡓࡗ࡞ᑡࡶ⪅ཧຍࡓࡵṆࢆ┠ࠊࡵࡓࡓࡗࡔࡳࡢ࣐࣮ࢸࣈࢧ

� ࠊࡣࡢࡶࡢࡑᅜ㝿ࡣ࠺࠸ཧຍ⪅ࢪࡀ⣔≉ࠊ୰ᅜࡢࡽཧຍ⪅೫ࡗ

ࣥࣙࢩࢵࢭ࡚ࡋㄆ☜ࢆ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉࠊࡶࡋࠋࡓࡗࡔṧᛕࠎᑡࡣࡢࡓࢀࡽࡌឤ࠺ࡼࡓ࠸࡚

ࡾࡤࡓࡗẚ㍑ⓗከࡀࣥࣙࢩࢵࢭ࠺࠸Ḟᖍࡀ⪅⾲Ⓨࡢᙜ࡚┠࠾ࠊࡢࡓࡗ⾜ࡁ⪺ࢆ

ᅜ࣭Ꮫࢺࢫ࣍ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡶሙྜࡓ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ࣝࢭࣥࣕ࢟ࡀࡢࡶࡢࡑࣥࣙࢩࢵࢭࠊ

ࡢ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉࠋ࠺ᛮࡇ࠸③ࡀ㢌ࡣ࢘ࣙࢩ࣭࣮ࣀࡢࡋ࡞⤡㐃ࡸࣝࢭࣥࣕ࢟ࡢ๓┤ࠊ࡚ࡋ

ࡋࠋࡓ࠸࡚ࡋዑ㉮ㄪᩚࡢ๓┤࡚ࡋ㐃᪥ᖖ㥔ゅ୍ࡢሙ࣓ࣥࠊࡣ⪅௵㈐⌮⟶ࣈ࢙࢘

࠸ᛮࡿࡀୗࡀ㢌ࠊࡾ࠾࡚࠼⟆ᑀࡏࢃྜ࠸ၥࡢኚ᭦࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉࠊࡎࡉࡸ⤯ࢆ㢦➗ࡶ

ࡿฟࠊࢀࡉᣄྰࢆฟᅜ࡛ ✵ࡽᨻໃࡢᅜ⮬ࠊࡣ୰ࡢ⪅ฟᖍணᐃࡢᅇࠋࡓࡗࡔ

ฟࡓࡗ࡞ࢀࡽཧຍ⪅ࠋࡃ⪺ࡓ࠸ࡶ 

୰ᅜࡢධᅜ㛵ࠊ࡚ࡋ᪥ᮏࡣࢺ࣮࣏ࢫࣃࡢ 15 ᪥௨ෆ࡛ࠊ୍ࡤࢀ࠶ ⯡᪑ๆ࡛ࡶ࡚ࡗ࠶ᰝ

ド㸦ࢨࣅ㸧ࡀせᩘ࡞ᑡ࠸࡞ᅜࠊࡀࡔࡘ୍ࡢࡢᅜࡢࡽཧຍ⪅ࡢከࡣࡃᰝドࡀᚲせ࡞

ࡽ㏦ࡀṇᘧᩥ᭩ࡢཧຍࡎᚲࠊࡿࡍࢆࡳ㎸ࡋ⏦ཧຍᅜ㝿ࡿࢀࡉ୰ᅜ࡛㛤ദࠋࡿ

ཧࡢ⡿ࡸࣃࢵ࣮ࣟࣚ≉ࠊእᅜேࡢࡃከࡿ࠸࡚ࡋཧຍࠋࡃ࠸ࡀ⣡ᚓࡶࡢࡿࡃ࡚ࢀ

ຍ⪅ࡣ୰ᅜᰝド⏦ㄳ㈝⏝ࡃ࡞ࡶࡘ࡚ࡀ㧗࠸‶ࠋࡓ࠸࡚ࡋཱྀࢆᚋ࡛୰ᅜே☜ㄆࡋ
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�ࠋ࠺࠸ࡔᵝ࠸࠾࡛ࡢࡿせࡀᰝドࡣධᅜࡢ୰ᅜேࡢᅜࡢࡽࢀࡑࠊࢁࡇࡓ  

ᮇ㛫୰ࠊయⓗᏛ⏕ࡢࢸࣥࣛ࣎ά㌍ࢆ┠ぢᙇࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀࡢࡶࡿ᪥ᮏ࡛ࠊࡣ

࡞ࡁᏛࡢᏛ⏕ࡣࢸࣥࣛ࣎㏻ᖖᏛ㝔⏕ࡀᢸ࠺ᛮࠊࡀࡿࢀࢃிᖌ⠊ࣥࣛ࣎ࡢ

ඛ⋠ࠊࡃከࡀ⏕Ꮫ࠸ࡍࡸࡳࡋぶࡃࡿኚ᭷⬟࡛᫂ࠋࡓ࠸࡚ࡋከᩘཧຍࡶ⏕Ꮫ㒊ࠊࡣࢸ

᪩ᮅࠊ࡛ࡢࡿ࠸࡚ࡋά⏕Ꮫ⏕ᑅࡢෆࢫࣃࣥࣕ࢟ࡀࡃከࡣ⏕Ꮫࡢ୰ᅜࠋࡓ࠸࡚࠸ື࡚ࡋ

࡞ಶேⓗ࠸࡞ࡢ㛵ಀࡢࡶࡢࡑࠋࡓࡗ㞴ࡾኚ᭷ࡶⅬࡿࢀࡃ࡚ࡋᑐᛂࡶ࡚ࡃኪ㐜ࡸ

౫㢗ࡶ႐࡛ࢇᡭࢆ㈚ࡿࢀࡩ࠶ࢸࣜࢱࣆࢫ࣍ࠊࡿࢀࡃ࡚ࡋᏛ⏕ࠊ࡛ࢸࣥࣛ࣎᪥ᮏ

 ࠋࡓ࠸࡚ࡗ㏦ࢆ㈶㎡ࡉ㧗ࡢࣝ࣋ࣞព㆑ࡢ⏕Ꮫࡢ୰ᅜ࡚࠸࠾Ⅼࡢࡑࠊࡣ⪅ཧຍࡢࡽ

ࡢࡓ࠸࡚ࡗࡀୖ᱁ูࡀࣝ࣋ࣞࡢᏛ㣗ࠊ࡚ࡋཧຍᅜ㝿ࡢ୰ᅜ࡛ࡾࡪᖺᩘࠊࡓࡲ

ࠊࡿࡳ࡚࠸⪺⪅㛵ಀࠊ࠸ᛮࡢࡔࢇ⤌ࢆ࣮ࣗࢽู࣓≉⏝ᅜ㝿ࠋࡓ࠸㦫

ᬑẁᏛ⏕ࡀ㣗ࡢࡶࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࡔࡓࠋ࠺࠸ࡌྠࡃ㐜ࠊ࡛ࡢࡿ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡀࢫࣙࢳࡿ࡞ࡃ

᪩ࠋࡓࡗࡔࡇ࠺࠸ࠊࡋࡃ⾜ࡵ⚾⮬㌟ࡣ㉁ୖྥࡢ㦫≉ࠊࡀࡔࡢࡓ࠸⡿ࡢཧຍ

᱁ẁ࡚ẚ࣮ࣝࣈࣥࢱࢫࡢ๓ࠋࡓࡁ࡚ࢀ₃ࡀኌࡢ‶ᖹࡿࡍ㛵㣗ࡽ⪅

㉁㔞ࡀⴠࠕࠋࡓࡗࡔ⏤⌮࠺࠸ࡿࡕẚ㍑ࠖࠊࡣ㛫㍈✵㛫㍈ࡢẚ㍑ࠊࡀࡿ࠶ࡀ㣗

᱁ูẼࢆࡓࡗᛮ࣮ࣝࣈࣥࢱࢫࡿࢀࢃẚ㍑ࡓࡗࡲࡋ࡚ࢀࡉிࡣẼࡢẘࠋࡓࡗࡔ 

ࡢኪࣝࢸ࣍ࡓ࠸࡚ࡋண⣙ࠊࡀࡔࢳࣥࣃඛไࡓࡗࡽ㣗᪥ึࠊ࡚ࡉ 8 㐣ࠊࡃ╔ࡂ

6ࠕ ࡛ࡲ᮶ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋࣝࢭ࡛ࣥࣕ࢟ࡢࡓࡗ࡞㒊ᒇࠋࠖࢇࡏࡲࡾ࠶ࡣ ᛮㄯ࠸ᝏ

║ᨺࠕࠊࡀࡔ࠺ࡼ࡞ࢻ࣮ࢲࣥࢱࢫࡀࢀࡑࠊࡿ࠼⪄㊊୰ᅜ࡛ࠖ❧ࠕࠋࡔࡇࡓࢀࡉࢆᑐᛂ࠺

ୡ⏺ࠖࠊࡿࡍỴ࡚ࡋୡ⏺ᶆ‽࡛ࠋ࠸࡞ࡣ᪥ᮏ࡛୰ᅜேࢱࢻࡢࣥࣛࢺࢫࣞࡸࣝࢸ࣍ࡿࡼ

ࡲࡢࡑࢆ‽ᇶࡢ୰ᅜࡀࡽᙼࡣࢀࡑࠊࡀࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ၥ㢟ࡀࡇ࠸࡞᮶࡛ࡋ࡞⤡㐃ࡸࣥࣕ࢟

�ࠋࡓࡗ࡞㦂⤒ࡿࡍゎ⌮ࢆࡇ࠺࠸ࡽࡿ࠸࡛ࢇ㎸ࡕᣢ᪥ᮏࡲ  

 

 

ࡀࡴ⏘ࡾࡼࡿࡎ᫆ࡋ 

ᅵ� ᶫ� ┿� 㔛㸨 

� 㧗ᰯⱥㄒᩍ⫱ࡢ⌧ሙࢆ 10 ᖺ௨ୖ⤒㦂ࡓࡋᚋ2012-2013ࠊ ᖺࣥࢻࣥࣟᏛᏛ㝔ᩍ⫱◊

ⱥㄒᩍᤵἲ(TESOL)ᑓᨷࡢಟኈㄢ⛬࡛Ꮫࡪᶵࢆ㡬ྛࠋࡓࡋࡲࡁᅜࡽⱥㄒᩍဨࡀࡕࡓ㞟

 Going Beyond the Gap: Perspectives and“ࠊࡣಟኈㄽᩥࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋ㆟ㄽ࡚࠸ࡘㅖၥ㢟ࠊ࠸

Practices of Japanese Teachers of English at Senior High School towards English-only Teaching“

㢟2013 ࠊ࡚ࡋ ᖺ᪂Ꮫ⩦ᣦᑟせ㡿࡛ᙜጞࡢࡾࡤࡓࡗࡲ᪂ㄢ⛬ࠊ࡚࠸ࡘ⌧ሙࡢඛ⏕᪉

 ศ࡛✲◊ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋᐹ⪄࡚࠸ࡘᒎᮃ㊶ᐇࠊ࠸⾜ࢆㄪᰝ࣮ࣗࣅࢱࣥࢺ࣮ࢣࣥ

㸨ᐩኈᮾ㧗➼Ꮫᰯᩍㅍ 
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4ࠊࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ㈶ᡂࡣ㐣༙ᩘ᪂ᣦᑟせ㡿ᑟධࠊࡣࡇࡓࡗ ே 3 ேࡢඛ⏕᪉ࡣᤵᴗ

ࢸ࢝ࢽ࣑ࣗࢥࡿࡺࢃ࠸ࡽἲヂㄞᘧᩥࡢᚑ᮶ࠋࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡌឤࢆᏳ⏝ⱥㄒࡿࡅ࠾

᪥ࡢ࡞ඃࡢ⧊⤌㞟ᅋࠊ㊊ࡢᩍဨ◊ಟࠊࢬࢧᤵᴗࡸᏛධヨࠊࡣ㌿ࡢᤵᴗ࡞ࣈ

ᮏᩥࡢࡢ㞳ࡣ⏤⌮࡞ࠊᵝࠋࡓࡋ࡛ࠎ⌧ᅾ⚾ࡣ⫋ࠊࡀࡍࡲ࠸࡚ࡋⱥᅜ࡛ࡢᏛࢆࡧ

㋃ࠊ࡚࠼ࡲ⌧ሙ࡛ឤࡿࡌ㞧ឤࠋࡍࡲࡵࡲࢆ 

᪂ㄢ⛬ࠊࡣᣦᑟࡿࡍ༢ㄒᩘࡀቑࠊ࠼ᇶᮏⓗⱥㄒࡢᤵᴗࡣⱥㄒ࡛ᣦᑟࢆࡇࡿࡍཎ๎

Ꮫ⣭ࠊࡣ࠺࠸ࡿࡍ㔜どࢆࣥࣙࢩ࣮ࢣࢽ࣑ࣗࢥࠊࡣሙ⌧ࡢᐇ㝿ࠋࡓࡋࡲࢀࡉ⾜࡚ࡋ

つᶍࡣࡃࡁ㸦1 ࢫࣛࢡ 40 ྡ௨ୖࡶ㸧୍ࠊ㛫ࡢᤵᴗࡢ୰୍࡛ேࡢⓎゝᶵࡣ୰ࡲࡾ࠶ࠎ

ࢸ࢝ࢽ࣑ࣗࢥࠕࠊࡀࡍ㔜せ࡛ࡀ㔞ࢻ࣮ࣆࢫࡣ࠺㣴ࢆຊࡿࡍᑐᛂᏛධヨࠊࡓࡲࠋࢇࡏ

ࣈ ࠋྠࡍࡲࡾࡀ㛫ࡶᤵᴗࡶഛ‽ࠊࡣᤵᴗ࡞ࠖ Ꮫᖺࡢᩘ「ࢆᩍဨ࡛ᢸᙜࡿࡍሙྜࠊࡣ

ࡢᩍဨ㐍ᗘࡽࡀ࡞ࡏࢃྜࢆᐃᮇ⪃ᰝࡢ⠊ᅖࡢࡑࠊࡵࡓࡿࡏࡽࢃ⤊ࢆ㒔ᗘࡸࢡ࣮࣡࣌

 ࠋࢇࡏࡲࡁ࡛ࡣࢡ࣮࣡ࣉ࣮ࣝࢢ

ຍࠊ࡚࠼ከᛁ࡞ᩍဨࡀ◊ಟᶵࢆᚓࡣࡇࡿ㞴ࠋ࠸ࡋᩍဨࡢከᩥࠊࡣࡃἲヂㄞᘧࡢᤵᴗ

ࣈࢸ࢝ࢽ࣑ࣗࢥࡓࡗ࡞ࡇ࡚ࡗ⩦ࡀศ⮬ࡽ㣴ᡂࠊࡀ㸧ࡿࢀࡽ࠼⪄㸦ࡓࡁ࡚ࡅཷࢆ

ࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ௵ຓດຊ⮬࡞ࡿࡍཧຍಟ◊ⓗ⮬ࡀᩍဨಶேࠊࡣ㊶ᐇࡢᤵᴗ࡞

ಖㆤ⪅ᑐࠊ࠼ຍᩍ⛉࣭㒊άᣦᑟࡸᏛ⣭ࠊࡣᩍဨࡢࡃከࠊᐇ㝿ࡀࢁࡇࠋࡍ࡛࠸ࡁࡀࢁ

ᛂྛࡸ㆟ࡢཧຍࠊ᭩㢮సᡂࡢ࡞ᴗົ㏣ࠊࢀࢃᮏ᮶ࡢᩍᮦ◊✲ࡸ⮬ᕫ◊㛑ࡇࡴ✚ࢆ

᪥ࠕࡀࠖࣥࣙࢩ࣮ࢣࢽ࣑ࣗࢥࠕࡸ࠸㐪ࡢⱥㄒ᪥ᮏㄒࠊࡣࡽࡉࠋࢇࡏࡲ࠸ྔᐜ᫆ࡣ

ᮏࡉࡋࡽ ࠊࡽ♫ࡢ㸧௨ᚰఏᚰࡓࡁ࡚ࢀࡉᚨ㸦⨾࡞᪥ᮏⓗࠋࡍࡲࡾ࠶ࡀⅬ࠸࡞ࢃྜࠖ

ᗂᑡ௨᮶ debate ࡸ discussion ࡛㘫ࡓࢀࡽ࠼␗ᩥኚࠊࡾࢃᅜ㝿♫࡛⏕࠺ࡃ࠸࡚ࡁ

 ࠋࡍࡲࡋ┬ࢆศ⮬ࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᙉไ༙ࠊ࡚ࡋࡇ࡞ᚲせ࡛࠼

ࠋࡍࡲࢀࢃᩆࡇ㸧࠸࡞ᑡࡀ㸦ᢠ࠸࡞ࡃ㧗ࡣࣝࢻ࣮ࣁࡢᚰࡢࡕࡓᚐ⏕ពእࠊࡋࡋ

ᤵᴗࠊࢇࢁࡕࡶࡣᗯୗ࡛ࢀࡍ㐪࠺㝿ࠊࡶⱥㄒ࡛ᣵᣜࡿࡍⱥㄒ࡛㏉ࡀࡇࡿࡃ࡚ࡗቑ࠼

ᰂ㌾ࡣᚐ⏕ࠊࡀࡍヰ⪅ྠኈ࡛ࡢⱥㄒ㸧ࡢ࡚ࡋ㹃㹄㹊⎔ቃ㸦እᅜㄒ࠸࠾ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡁ࡚

ᛶ㐺ᛂຊࡀ⚾ࠋࡍࡲࡾ࠶ࡀᶍ⠊ࠊ࡚ࡗ࡞ᣋࡶࢀࡅ࠸ヰ࠺࠸࠺ࡼࡳ࡚ࡋẼᴫࡍ♧ࢆ

ᆅሙ࡛ࡢศ⮬ࡀᩍဨ୍ே୍ேࠊࡘࡘࡋ┠ὀၥ㢟ࡢ㏙ୖࠋࡍࡲ࠸࡚ࡋᐇឤࡔࡀࡇ

 ࠋࡍࡲ࠸࡚ࡌಙ࠸ࡿ᫂ࡗࡁࡣᮍ᮶ࡢ⫱ⱥㄒᩍࡢ᪥ᮏࠊࡤࡅ࠸࡚ࡋ㊶ᐇࢆࡇࡿࡁ࡛ࡲ࠸
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ⱥᅜࢆ┦┿ࡢࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࡿࡅ࠾࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃồ࡚ࡵ 

 

ྂ� 㜰� � ⫕㸨 

Ꮫᰯࡢⱥᅜࠊࡋࡋࠋࡿ࠶ㄒ࡛⏝࠸ⷧࡢࡳ㥆ᰁࡉࡉ࠸ࡣ᪥ᮏ࡛ࠊࡣࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃ

ࡢ㌟⮬ࡢ࡛ࡲࢀࡇࡣ⪅➹ࠋࡿ࠶ᴫᛕ࡛ࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ㔜せどࠊࡎࢃၥࢆዴఱࡢ❧⚾࣭❧බࡣ࡛

ࡍᡂ⫱ࠊࡋᾰ㣴ࢆ⚄⢭ࡢᚐ⏕ࠕࠊࡣ࡚࠸࠾ពࡢ⩏⊂ࠊࡣࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࠊࡽ✲◊

࡛ࠖࢣࡢ࡚ࡋࡅᡭຓࡢࡵࡓࡿ ࠋ୍ࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࡅ࡙⩏ᐃࡿ࠶ ᪉ࠊᗈ⩏ࡢពࠊࡣ࡚࠸࠾

ࠊ➼ᩍ㠃᐀ࠊ㌟య㠃ࠊ⢭⚄㠃ࠊ㠀Ꮫ⾡㠃ࡸᏛ⾡㠃ࡿࡅ࠾Ꮫᰯ⏕άࠊࡎࡽ࡞ࡳࡢᏳ㠃ࠕ

ከゅⓗ࡛⥲ྜⓗࠖࡢࡶࡿࡍ⨶⥙ࢆ࡛ࡲࢣ࡞ᤊࠋࡿ࠸࡚࠼ 

ࣈࣃⱥᅜࠕࠋࡓࡁ࡚ࡅ⥆ࢆ✲◊ࠊࡕᣢࢆ㛵ᚰ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃⱥᅜ࡛ࡲࢀࡇࡣ⪅➹

ࠊࡶ࠼࠸㐍Ꮫᰯࠋ࠸ࡋࡽࢁࡇࡍࢆ⫱ேᩍࠊࡣࢁࡇ࠺࠸࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜ

ᏛධヨࡾࡤຊⅬ₇࣭ࢶ࣮࣏ࢫࠊࡃ࡞ࡣ࡛ࡢࡃ⨨ࢆ࣭㡢ᴦ࣭⨾⾡࣭ྛ✀ࢸࣥࣛ࣎

άືࡴྵࢆ♫㈉⊩ࡢ࡚⢭ຊࢆὀࠊࡂே㛫ᙧᡂࢆ㔜どࡿࡍᩍ⫱᪉㔪ࢆ㈏ࡋࡽࡿ࠸࡚࠸

ࠋࠖ࠸ ᑐ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃⱥᅜࢆᩍ⫱ീ࡞࠺ࡼࡢࡑࠊࡽ✲◊⾜ඛ࡞⭾ࡢ࡛ࡲࢀࡇ

 ࠋࡿ࠶࡛➃Ⓨࡢ✲◊ࡀࡇࡓࡗᣢࢆ⯆ࠊࡁᢪ࡚ࡋ

࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃⱥᅜࠕ 㸦ࠖEnglish Public School㸧ࠊࡣ࿘▱ࢫࡸ࣓࢝ࣜࡾ࠾ࡢ

࡛⩌Ꮫᰯࡿࢀࡉศ㢮ࠖᰯ❧⚾ࠕࠊࡾ࡞␗ࡣࠖᰯ❧බࠕࡢࢁࡇࡿࡍព࡛ࢻࣥࣛࢺࢵࢥ

࣮ࢡࢫ࣭ࢺࣥࢹࣥ࣌ࢹࣥⱥᅜ࡛ࠊࡾ࠾࡚ࡋ❧⊃ࡽᨻᗓ㈈ᨻⓗࠋࡿ࠶ 㸦ࣝIndependent 

school㸻⊂❧Ꮫᰯ㸧ࡿࢀࡤ⚾❧Ꮫᰯ୍ࡢ㒊ࢆᙧᡂ࠶࡛࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃࡀࡢࡿࡍ

ࡿࡵྵ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃࢆ࡛ࡲࡇࡢ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢺࣥࢹࣥ࣌ࢹࣥࠊࡋࡔࡓࠋࡿ

1861ࠊሙྜࡢ⩏⊂ࡶ᭱ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࢁࡇࡿࢀศࡀពぢࡶ࡚ࡗࡼ⪅✲◊ࠊࡾ࠶ㅖㄝࡣ

ᖺタ⨨ࡓࢀࡉ⋤❧ጤဨ࡛ࣥࢻࣥࣞࣛࢡࡿ࠶ጤဨࡢㄪᰝᑐ㇟ᰯ࡛ࡓࡗ࠶ 9 ࢃ࡞ࡍࠊᰯ

ࣥࢼ࣭ࢨࠕࡕ ࢬ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢺ࣮ࣞࢢࠕࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶ࠖ ࢱࢫ࢙ࢳࣥ࢘ࠊࡿࢀࡤࠖ 㸦࣮1382

ᖺ㸧ࣥࢺ࣮ࠊ㸦1440 ᖺ㸧ࢬ࣮࣏ࣝࢺࣥࢭࠊ㸦1509 ᖺ㸧࣮ࣜ࣋ࢬ࣮ࣝࣗࢩࠊ㸦1552 ᖺ㸧࢘ࠊ

㸦1560࣮ࢱࢫ࣑ࣥࢺࢫ࢙ ᖺ㸧ࢬ࣮ࣛࢸ࣭ࢺࣥࣕࢳ࣮࣐ࠊ㸦1561 ᖺ㸧࣮ࣅࢢࣛࠊ㸦1567

ᖺ㸧࢘ࣟࣁࠊ㸦1572 ᖺ㸧ࢫ࢘ࣁ࣮ࢱ࣮ࣕࢳࠊ㸦1611 ᖺ㸧㸦タ❧ᖺ㡰㸧ࡀᑐ㇟ᰯ୍ࠋࡿ࠼࠸

᪉1942ࠊ ᖺࢢ࣑ࣥࣞࣇࡢጤဨࡀබหࡓࡋሗ࿌᭩ࡢ୰࡛1869ࠊࡣ ᖺタ⨨ᰯࡓࢀࡉ㛗

㆟ ࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶1 1941 ᖺタ⨨ࡓࢀࡉ⌮㐃┕ ࡶ᭱ࠊ࡚ࡌ⥲ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࡿ࠶࡛ᰯ┕ຍࡢ2

᫂ᛌ୍ࡘ⯡ⓗࡢ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃ࡞ᐃ⩏ᰯࡾࡣࡸࠊࡣ࡚ࡋ㛗㆟ᰯ㸦HMC㸧ࡢᡤ

ᒓᰯゝࠋ࠺ࡼ࠼ 

2013ࠊࡣ⪅➹ ᖺࡽ 2015 ᖺ࡚ࡅୖࡶ࣮ࣂ࣓ࣥ✲◊ࡢ㏙ࣥࢼ࣭ࢨࠕࡢ  ࠖ

㸨ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬⏕ᾭᏛ⩦ᨻ⟇ᒁ� ཧᐁ� እᅜㄪᰝಀᑓ㛛⫋ 
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ࡗࡓࢃࡶఱୡ⣖ࡶࢀࡎ࠸ࠋࡓࡋᐇࢆㄪᰝࡾྲྀࡁ⪺ࡿࡍ㛵ࣉࢵࢩ࣮ࢲ࣮࡚ࣜ࠸࠾

࡚ⱥᅜࡢᩍ⫱ࢆ≌ᘬࡓࡁ࡚ࡋఏ⤫ᰯ࡛ࠊࡾ࠶ㄪᰝ㛤ጞࠊࡣゼၥࡇࡿྲྀࢆࢺ࣏ࣥࡢ

3ࠋࡓࡋⱞປ㠀ᖖࡽ ᖺ࡛ࡾࡀ 9 ᪥ᮏࡢ࡛ࡲࢀࡇࠊࡣࡇࡓࡏࡉ⌧ᐇࢆゼၥࡢᰯ

ࢆᰯྠࠊᚋࡢࡑࠋࡓࡗ࡞ࡳບࡢ✲◊ࠊࡎぢࢆࡶ࡛✲◊࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢡࢵࣜࣈࣃࡿࡅ࠾

 ࠋࡓࡋ㛤ጞࢆ✲◊ಶே࡚࠸ࡘࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࠊࡋ㇟ᑐ࡞

ࡀ✲◊ࡓࡋ㇟ᑐࢆබ❧ᰯ㸦comprehensive school㸧ࠊࡣࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃ 1970 ᖺ௦ࡽ

㸦Best, Ron㸧ࢺࢫ࣋≉ࡶ୰࡛ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ✚ࡀ✲◊⾜ඛ࡛ࡲࡿ⮳᪥ࠊࢀࢃ⾜ࢇ┒

1980ࠋࡿ࠶᭷ྡ࡛ࡣ✲◊ࡢࡽ㸦Lang, Peter㸧ࢢࣥࣛࠊ㸦Marland, Michael㸧ࢻ࣮࣐ࣥࣛࡸ ᖺ

௦ᮎࠊࡣສ௵どᏛᒁ㸦Her Majesty’s Inspectorate: HMI㸧࡚ࡗࡼㄪᰝࠋࡓࢀࢃ⾜ࡀሗ࿌᭩

ࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࡿࡼᩍ⫱⛉Ꮫ┬㸦Department of Education and Science: DES㸧ࡢᙜࡣ

࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࠕࡣࡇࡑࠋࡿࢀࡽぢࡀグ㍕ࡿࢀࡽ࠼ᤊ⩏ᐃࡢ ࠊ㉁ࡢ⩦Ꮫᩍᤵࡣࢣ

⏕ᚐ࣭ᩍᖌ࣭ࢀࡑࡣࡓࡲ௨እࡢேࡢࡕࡓே㛫㛵ಀࡢᮏ㉁ࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶ࠊ⏕ᚐࡢᏛຊ࣭ே᱁࣭

♫ᛶࡢయⓗ࡞Ⓨ㐩ࢆほᐹࡢࡵࡓࡿࡍ‽ഛࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃ≉࡚ࡋࡑࠊ㠃ࡸຓࠊ࣒ࢸࢫࢩ

ಁࡢⓗⓎᒎ♫ࡧࡼ࠾ே᱁ⓗࡢᚐ⏕ࠊ࡚ࡋ㏻ࢆࡢࡶࡓࡗ࠸㢼ᰯࡢᏛᰯࡸㄢእάືࡣࡓࡲ

㐍✚ᴟᛶࡢ⫱ᡂ㛵3ࠖࡿ࠶࡛ࡢࡶࡿࢃグࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ 

ࡋᐇࢆ✲◊ࡢࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࠊ࡚ࡋ㇟ᑐࢆᰯ❧බࡣࢺࢫ࣋ࠊࡁᇶ࡙ሗ࿌᭩ࡢࡇ

Ꮫᰯࠕࡣࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࠊࡣ࡛࣮ࣗࣅࢱࣥࡢᩍᤵྠࡿࡼ⪅➹ࠊࡓࡲࠋࡓࡁ࡚

࡞ࡣ࡛ࡅࡔࡿࡍᚓ⩦ࢆ㆑▱ࡿ࠶࣒ࣛࣗ࢟ࣜ࢝༢ࠊࡾ࠶࡛ࡢࡶ࠺ᢸࢆ➃୍ࡢάືࡿࡅ࠾

ࠖࡢࡶࡓࡋⓗ┠ࢆࡇࡿࡏࡉᡂ㛗ࠊ࠼ᨭࠊࡋࢣࢆࡶᏊ࠺ࡼࡿ࡞ே㛫࡞ேⓗࠊࡃ

ࡿࡅ࠾Ꮫᰯ⌧ሙࡣࢺࢫ࣋ࠊࡽࡉࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ⟆ᅇ 5 ࢆᏑᅾࡢࢡࢫࢱ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࡢࡘ

ᣲࠊࡋࡋࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡆ᫂☜࡞」⥺ᆺࢆ᥇ࡿᏛᰯయ⣔ࡀᾐ㏱ࠊࡋබ❧ᰯࡣ࡛ᰯ❧⚾ࡢࡃ

␗ᩥࢆᙧᡂࡿࡍⱥᅜࡢ࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢺࣥࢹࣥ࣌ࢹࣥࡿ࠶࡛ᰯ❧⚾ࠊࡣ࡚࠸࠾Ꮡᅾࢆ

ᢤࡣ✲◊ࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࡁ⤖ࠋ࠸࡞ࡋ 

⌧ᅾࢆࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃ≉ࠊ㔜どࢭࡸ࣮ࢱࢫ࢙ࢳࣥ࢘ࠊ࢘ࣟࣁࡸࣥࢺ࣮ࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ

ᐇࢆㄪᰝࡾྲྀࡁ⪺࡚࠸࠾࣮ࣝࢡࢫ࣭ࢺࣥࢹࣥ࣌ࢹࣥࡿࡍࡵࡌࡣࢆࢬ࣮࣏ࣝࢺࣥ

 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡵ㐍ࢆ✲◊ࢣ࣭ࣝࣛࢺࢫࣃࡓࢀධど㔝ࢆẚ㍑⪃ᐹࡢᰯ❧බࠊࡋ

ト 

㸯ࠊHeadmasters̓ Conference ⌧ᅾࡣ Headmasters and Headmistresses Conference 

(MSC) ␎グ2017ࠋ ᖺ⌧ᅾࠊⱥᅜ 238 14ࠊ࣮ࣂ࣓ࣥࡢᰯ ࣮ࢡࢫࣝࢼࣙࢩࢼ࣮ࢱࣥࡢ

12ࠊ࠼ຍࣝ  ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ᧦ࢆဨᰯ㸦associate㸧‽ࡢ

HMC About Us (http.//www.hmc.org.uk/aboutphmsc) 㸦᭱⤊ཧ↷ 2017 ᖺ 2 ᭶ 28 ᪥㸧 

㸰ࠊThe Association of Governing Bodies of Independent Schools  AGBIS   ࠋグ␎
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㸱ࠊ Department of Education and Science (1989), Report of Her Majesty̓s Inspectors, 

Pastoral Care in Secondary Schools: an Inspection of Some Aspects Pastoral Care in 

1987-8, Stanmore, DES, p.8.   

 
 
◊✲ࡢグ㘓 

 
 ࣝࣈ࣮ࢸࢻࣥ࢘ࣛࡿࡄࡵࢆࠖ⫱ᩍᖌᩍࠕ

 

ᮌ ᮧ  ⏕㸨 

� 2016 ᖺ 11 ᭶ 12 ᪥ࠊ᫂Ꮫ㝔Ꮫ㸦ⓑ㔠ᰯ⯋㸧࡛ࠕᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࠖࢻࣥ࢘ࣛࡿࡍ࣐࣮ࢸࢆ

ࡼࡓࡗ࠶ࡀᣦࡽᮃ᭶㔜ಙẶ㸦᫂Ꮫ㝔Ꮫ㸧ࡢෑ㢌࡛ྖࡢࠋࡓࢀࢃ⾜ࡀࣝࣈ࣮ࢸ

ࢡࣇ࡞㔜せࡿᥱࢆ㘽ࡢᡂྰࡢࡑࠊࡀࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ࠺ࡼࢀࡽࡵ㐍ࡀᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࡣ᪥ᮏ࡛ࠊ࠺

ᩍ࡚ࡗࡓ࠶ࡿࡍウ᳨ࢆၥ㢟ࡢ⫱ᩍࠊࡎࢃၥࢆᮾすࡢὒࠊࡓࡲࠋࡿ࠶ᩍᖌ࡛ࡀࡘ୍ࡢ࣮ࢱ

ᖌࡢᏑᅾࢆ↓ど࡞࠺ࡼࡢࡇࠋ࠸࡞ࡁ࡛ࡣࡇࡿࡍ㊃᪨ࠊࡽᙜ᪥ࡣᖜᗈ࠸ෆᐜࡢⓎ⾲㆟

ㄽࠋࡓࢀࢃ⾜ࡀ௨ୗ࡛ࡢࡑࠊࡣᴫせࢆሗ࿌ࠋࡿࡍ 

 

(1)➨୍㒊� ᾏእࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱㸸ᩍ⫋⪅ࡢᑓ㛛ᛶࢆᕠ࡚ࡗ 

� ➨୍㒊࡛ࠊࡣㅖእᅜࡀᩍᖌࡢᑓ㛛ᛶ࠺ࡼࡢࢆ⫱ᡂࠊࡢࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᾏእࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢ

ᐇ࡚࠸ࡘ㸱ྡࡽሗ࿌ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀ 

ࣥࣛࢢࣥࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀ⤂ࡢࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊࡽ㧗㔝ᏊẶ㸦᫂Ꮫ㸧ࠊึ᭱(�

Ꮫࠊࡋపୗࡀࢫࣥࢮࣞࣉࡢ㧗➼ᩍ⫱ᶵ㛵ࠋከᵝࡀ࣮ࢲࣂࣟࣉࡢᩍဨ㣴ᡂࠊࡣ࡛ࢻ 㸦ᰯ」

ࠊࡋࡋࠋ࠺࠸ࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᣑࡀ㣴ᡂࡓࡋ୰ᚰࢆ㸧࡞࣒ࢩ࣮ࢯࣥࢥࡿࡼᏛᰯࡢᩘ

ᩍဨࡢ㞳⫋⋡ࡀ㧗ࠊࡃᑓ㛛ᛶࡸ༟㉺ᛶࡢ⥔ᣢࡀㄢ㢟ࡀࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ሗ࿌ࠋࡓࢀࡉ 

ࠖ⫱ᩍᖌᩍᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࡢࢩࣟࠕࠊࡣࡽ㔝⏤⣖ᏊẶ㸦⪷ᚰዪᏊᏛ㸧⃝ࠊ࡚࠸⥆(�

㢟ࡢࢩࣟࠊ࡚ࡋᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࡢṔྐᚋࡢ᪉ྥᛶࡢ࡚࠸ࡘㄝ᫂ࣥࢳ࣮ࣉࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀ⤫

㡿ࡣᨵ㠉ࡢᡂᯝࠊࡘ୍ࡢᩍဨࡢᆅ࡚ࡋୖྥࡀ㨩ຊࡿ࠶⫋ᴗ࡚ࡆ࠶ࢆࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞

2013㹼20ࠊࡽࡉࠋࡿ࠸ ᖺࠕࡢᩍ⫱Ⓨᒎࠕ࡚ࡋ⎔୍ࡢ࣒ࠖࣛࢢࣟࣉᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢ⌧௦ࠖ

 ࠋ࠺࠸ࡿ࠸࡛ࢇ⤌ࡾྲྀୖྥࡿ࡞ࡽࡉࡢᑓ㛛ᛶࠊࡵ㐍ࢆ

�)➨୍㒊᭱ࡢᚋࠊࡣ㧗┈ẸẶ㸦ிᖌ⠊Ꮫ㸧ࠊࡽ୰ᅜࡢᏛᰯࡿࡅ࠾㛗◊ಟ

ࠊᰯࡣ୰ᅜ࡛ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀヰࡢ࡚࠸ࡘ 㛗◊ಟࡣᩍဨ◊ಟᶵ㛵㸦ᩍ⫱Ꮫ㝔㸧࡛  ࠊࡀࡓ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ⾜

㸨ࢭࢵࢿ࣋ᩍ⫱◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗 
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㏆ᖺࠊᖌ⠊Ꮫࡸ⥲ྜᏛ࡛ࡶᐇࠋࡇࡢࡓࡗ࡞࠺ࡼࡿࢀࡉẶࡀᡤᒓࡿࡍிᖌ⠊

Ꮫ࡛ࠕࠊࡶᩍ⫱㒊ᑠᏛᰯᰯ㛗◊ಟࠊࡓࡲࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ⾜ࡀࡳ⤌ࡾྲྀࡢ⮬⊃࡛࣮ࠖࢱࣥࢭᩍ 

⫱Ꮫ㒊ࡣ 2010 ᖺࠕᩍ⫱ᐙ᭩㝔 ࡵጞࢆάືࡢࡵࡓࡿࡍ㣴ᡂࢆ⪅ᣦᑟࡓࡋ༟㉺ࠊࡋタࠖࢆ

 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࢃ⾜ࡀಟ◊ࡓࡋ୰ᚰࢆ㆟ㄽࠊࡃ࡞ࡣ࡛⩏ㅮࡢ⾜᪉㏻୍ࡢᚑ᮶ࠊࡣ࡛ࡇࡇࠋࡓ

� 㸱ࡢࡘሗ࿌ᚋࡢウㄽ࡛ྛࠊࡣᅜࡢᩍᖌࡢ♫ⓗ࡞ᆅࡢ࡚࠸ࡘ㉁ၥࡸᩍဨࡢ㣴ᡂ࣭᥇

⏝࣭ ◊ಟ࣭࣒ࢸࢫࢩࡢ ෆᐜࡢ࡚࠸ࡘ㉁ၥࠊࡾ࠶ࡀ᪥ᮏࡢᩍဨᨻ⟇ࡢ♧၀᳨ࡀウࠋࡓࢀࡉ 

 

(2)➨㒊� ᪥ᮏࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱㸸ᩍ⫋⪅ࡢᑓ㛛ᛶࢆᕠ࡚ࡗ 

� ➨㒊࡛ࠊࡣ᪥ᮏࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࠊ࣐࣮ࢸࢆ᪥⡿ᅜ㝿ὶࠊ᪥ⱥࠕᆅ⌮ ⛉ࠖᩍဨࡢ㣴ᡂ࣭

◊ಟྛࠊᏛ࣭ἲேࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢ⌧ሙࠊ≉ูᨭᩍ⫱ᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡢㄢ㢟ࠊࢀࡽࡆୖࡾྲྀࡀ㸵

 ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀヰ㢟ᥦ౪ࡽྡ

� �)㇂༓ᜨẶ㸦⋢ᕝᏛ㸧ࠕࠊࡣ᪥⡿ᅜ㝿ὶࡽ᫂࠺࠸ࠖࡇࡿ࡞ࡽどⅬ࡛ࠊ

᪥⡿ᩍဨ㣴ᡂ༠㆟㸦㹈㹓㹑㹒㹃㹁㸧ࢆࡳ⤌ࡾྲྀࡢ⤂ྠࠋࡓࡋ༠㆟ࠊࡣẖᖺࠊ᪥⡿ࡢ

ᩍဨ㣴ᡂᏛ࡛ᖺḟࠊ࠸⾜ࢆᩍဨ㣴ᡂ࣭ᩍᖌᩍ⫱㛵ࡿࡍඹྠ◊✲࡛ᡂᯝୖࢆ

 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡆ

� �)ḟࠊⱥࡢᩍ⛉ᩍ⫱ࡿࡅ࠾ᩍဨࡢ㣴ᡂࡸ◊ಟࡢ࡚࠸ࡘሗ࿌ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀձᚿᮧႛ

Ặ(ୖ㉺ᩍ⫱Ꮫ㸧ࠗࡿࡅ࠾ࢫࣜࢠࠕࠊࡣᆅ⌮࠘⛉ᩍဨࡢ㣴ᡂʊ㏆ᖺࡢኚᤵᴗᐇ㊶

ᆅ࡚ࡋ⾜⛣⫱ᩍᖌᩍࡢᏛᰯ୰ᚰࠊࡣ࡛ࢫࣜࢠࠊ୰࡛ࡢࡇࠋࡓࡋ⾲Ⓨࢆㄢ㢟ࠖࡿࡅ࠾

⌮⛉ᩍဨࡀᏙ❧ࠊࡋᑓ㛛ᛶࢆ㧗ࡿࡵᶵࡀῶᑡࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᣦࠋᩍ⛉ᩍ⫱≉᭷ࡢෆᐜ㛵

㣴ᡂࢆ᪉ࡢ㆑(Pedagogical Knowledge)▱ࡿࡍ㛵ᣦᑟἲ㆑㸦Content Knowledge㸧▱ࡿࡍ

࠾ࢫࣥࣛࣇࠕࠊࡣΎேẶ㸦㹇㹁㹓㸧⏣⏕ࠊ࡚ࡅ⥆ղࠋ࠺࠸ࡿ࠶ࡀἣ≦࠸ࡋ㞴ࡀࡇࡿࡍ

⫱ᾭᩍ⏕⫱ᮇᩍึࡢᆅṔᩍᖌࡿࡅ 1989ࠊࡣ࡛ࢫࣥࣛࣇࠋሗ࿌ࠖࢆ ᖺࣥࣃࢫࣙࢪࡢἲ௨㝆ࠊ

Ꮫ⩦ෆᐜࢆぢ┤ࡍᖜ࡞ᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࠊࢀࢃ⾜ࡀᏛ⩦ㄢ㢟ࢆ⪃ᐹࡿࡍᙧᘧࡀከࡾྲྀࡃධࢀࡽࢀ

ࡵồࢆ⏝㐠ᚓ⩦ࡢᢏἲࡓࡋ⦏⇍㆑▱࡞ከᙬᆅṔᩍᖌࠊࡣࡇࡢࡇࠋࡓࡗ࡞࠺ࡼࡿ

 ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀㄝ᫂ࡢᣦᑟࡓ࠸⏝ࢆ࣮ࠖ࢟ࢵࣟࢡࠕࠊ࡚ࡋࡢࡑࠋࡿ

� �)᭱ᚋࠕࠊࢺ࣮ࣃࡢ᪥ᮏᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢ⌧ሙࡽ᫂ࡢ✀ྛࠊࡆୖࡾྲྀࢆࠖࡇࡿ࡞ࡽ

ᐇ㊶ሗ࿌ࠋࡓࢀࢃ⾜ࡀձࠊࡎࡲỤ㛫ྐ᫂Ặ㸦ᒣᙧᏛ㸧ࠕࡣ᪥ᮏࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢၥ㢟㸸ᅜ❧

Ꮫἲேࡢሙྜࠖࠊ࡚࠸ࡘᒣᙧᏛࡢࢆ⤂ࠋᩍ⫋ဨᏛ࡛ࠊࡣ⌧⫋ᩍဨᏛ⏕Ꮫ

㒊᪂༞Ꮫ⏕ࡀ༠ാࡿࡍᙧែࠊࡾࢆᐇ⩦୰ᚰ࡛⌮ㄽᐇ㊶ࢆ 㑏ࡀࡳ⤌ࡾྲྀࡿࡍᡂᯝୖࢆ

ᅋἲேᅜ⚾❧Ꮫᩍ⫋ㄢ⛬༠♫⯡୍ࠕࡣղ⏣ᏊẶ㸦ᮾி⸆⛉Ꮫ㸧ࠋ࠺࠸ࡿ࠸࡚ࡆ

タ❧࡛ࣝࢺࢱࡢ࡛ࠖࡲ⚾❧Ꮫࡢ༠㆟୍ࡀ⯡♫ᅋἲேࡢ࡛ࡲࡿ࡞㐣⛬ࢆゎㄝࠊࡋ

ᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡿࡅ࠾⚾❧Ꮫࡢᙺࡢᣑ࡚࠸ࡘヰࠋࡓࡋճࠊࡽࡉ᪥ᬽࣔࢺᏊẶ㸦᭷᫂
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ᩍ⫱ⱁ⾡▷ᮇᏛ㸧ࠕࠊࡣࡽ᪥ᮏᩍᖌᩍ⫱ࡢ⌧ሙࡽ᫂ࡇࡿ࡞ࡽʊ▷ᮇᏛࡢၥ㢟ࠖ

ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ࡀウ᳨ࡢ࡚࠸ࡘㄢ㢟ࡸ⩏ពࡢࡇࡿࡍ㣴ᡂࢆᮇᏛ࡛ᩍဨ㸦ಖ⫱ኈ㸧▷ࠊ࡚ࡋ

մሗ࿌ࠊࡾࡃࡃࡵ⥾ࡢᮧᒣᣅẶ㸦ᮾிᏛⱁᏛ㸧ࠕࡀ≉ูᨭᩍ⫱ᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡿࡄࡵࢆㄢ

㢟ࠖࢆሗ࿌ࠋ≉ูᨭᏛ⣭ࡢᢸ௵ᩍဨࡢᑓ㛛ᛶ࠺ࢆ㣴ᡂࠊࡀࡿ࠶ࡶࡿࡍ㏻ᖖᏛ⣭≉

ูᨭࡀᚲせ࡞Ꮚࡢ⯡୍ࠊ࡛࡞ࡿ࠸ࡀࡶᩍဨࡢᑓ㛛ᛶࡸᏛᰯࡢయไ࡙ࡀࡾࡃㄢ㢟࡞

 ࠋࡓࡋᣦࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ

� యウㄽ࡛ࠊࡣᩍဨ㣴ᡂ࣭ ◊ಟᶵ㛵࡛ࡿ࠶Ꮫ࣭ ▷ᮇᏛᏛᰯ⌧ሙ࠸ࡢ㞳ࡀヰ㢟ࠋ

㧗➼ᩍ⫱ᶵ㛵ࠊࡀከᵝ࣭」㞧ࡿࡍᏛᰯࡢㄢ㢟ᑐᛂ࡛ࡀࡿ࠸࡚ࡁ㆟ㄽࡲࠋࡓࡗ࡞

ࠊ୕ࡓ ㍯ᐃᐉẶ㸦ᖇி▷ᮇᏛ㸧ࠊࡽᩍᖌࡣఱࠕࠊᩍ⫱ᐙ ࠊᚲせࡀఱࡵࡓࡿ࡞ࠖ

㐍ࡀᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࡶᅜ࡛ࡀࢃࠊࠋࡶࢺ࣓ࣥࢥࡢࡓࡗ࡞ᶵࡍ┤࠸ၥࢆ᪉ࡾ࠶ࡢᮏ᮶ࡢࡑ

㇟ࢢࣥࢽ࣮࣭ࣛࣈࢸࢡࠊࡸᚲせࡢࢺ࣓ࣥࢪࢿ࣐࣭࣒ࣛࣗ࢟ࣜ࢝ࡿࡼᩍᖌࠊࢀࡽࡵ

ᚩࡿࢀࡉᣦᑟἲኚ㠉ࡀồࠊࡣࡇࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡽࡵᩍᖌࡢ⬟ຊ㛤ⓎࡀḞࠋ࠸࡞ࡏᅇࡢ

◊✲Ⲕヰࠊࡣከᵝ࡞どⅬ࡛ࡀࢃᅜࡢᩍᖌ≦⌧ࡢㄢ㢟ࡍ┤࠼ࡽࢆ㈗㔜࡞ሙ࡛ࠋࡓࡗ࠶ 

 

 

᪥⡿ᅜ㝿ὶࡽぢࡇࡿࡃ࡚࠼ 

- JUSTEC  -⫱ᩍᖌᩍࡢ࣓࢝ࣜࡿぢ࡚ࡋ㏻ࢆ

� ㇂� ༓� ᜨ㸨 

� ᮏ✏࡛ࠊࡣ᪥⡿ᩍဨせㄳ༠㆟(Japan-U.S. Teacher Education Consortium)ࠊ㏻⛠ JUSTEC

 ࠋࡃ࠸࡚ࡌㄽ࡚࠸ࡘࡁືࡢ⫱ᩍᖌᩍࡧࡼ࠾ᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡢ᪥⡿ࡿࡃ࡚࠼ぢ࡚ࡋ㏻ࢆ

� JUSTEC 1987ࠊࡣ ᖺ᪥⡿ࡢ᭷ຊᏛࡢᏛ㒊㛗㐩ࠊ࡚ࡗࡼ ᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡸᩍᖌᩍ⫱࠾

ᖺḟ᪥⡿ࠊẖᖺࠋࡓࢀࡉ❧タⓗ┠ࢆࡇࡃ࠸࡚ࡋ㐍ಁࢆ✲◊ඹྠࡸ✲◊ࡿࡅ

ࡢᅾ⌧ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ㛤ദࢆ JUSTEC Ⓨ⾲࣭ᩍ⫱ど✲◊ (1)ࠋࡿ࠶ࡘ㸱ࠊࡣࣥࣙࢩࢵ࣑࡞ࡢ

ᐹ࣭ሗ࣭ὶࡿࡍᶵࢆ㏻ࠊ࡚ࡋ᪥⡿ྛᅜࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶ࠊࡢ᪥⡿ࡀඹྠࡿࡍᩍ⫱ࡢ◊✲

᪥⡿ ࠊࢳ࣮ࢧࣜࡸ✲◊ࡿࡼಶே (2)ࠊࡿࡍᐤᡂ⫱ࡢ⪅㊶ᐇࡸ⪅✲◊ࠊࡋಁࢆ㊶ᐇࡸ

ඹྠ◊✲ࡢᏤჾࠊ࡚ࡋᩍဨཬࡧᩍ⫱⾜ᨻ㛵ಀ⪅ࡢ࡞ᩍ⫱㛵ಀ⪅ Ⓨ⾲ࢵ࢝ࢫࢹ

ࡼ࠾⪅✲◊Ꮫࡘᣢࢆࢫ࣮ࢥᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡢ᪥⡿ (3) ࠊࡿࡍᥦ౪ࢆᶵࡢὶࡓࡋ㏻ࢆࣥࣙࢩ

 ࠋࡿࡍᥦ౪ࢆሙࡿࡍⓎಙෆእࢆࢫࢸࢡࣛࣉࢺࢫ࣋ࡀ⪅ᩍ⫱㛵ಀࡧ

� JUSTEC タ❧ࡢ࣓࢝ࣜࠊࡣᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡧࡼ࠾ᩍᖌᩍ⫱ᑐࡿࡍᢈุࡀᗈࡓࡗࡀᮇ㔜

1983ࠋࡿ࡞ ᖺⓎ⾲ࡓࢀࡉ㐃㑥ሗ࿌᭩ࠕ༴ᶵࡘ❧ᅜᐙ (A Nation at Risk)ࠖࡅࡗࡁࡀ

1986ࠋࡓࡗࡀᗈ⡿ࡀᢈุࡿࡍᑐㄢ㢟ࡢᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡸࡉపࡢ㉁ࡢᩍဨࠊࡾ࡞ ᖺ࢝ࠊࡣ 

㸨⋢ᕝᏛᩥᏛ㒊� ᩍᤵ 
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㧗ࢆ㉁ࡢᩍဨࠊࡋ⾲Ⓨࢆሗ࿌᭩࠺࠸ࠖᅜᐙ(A Nation Prepared)ࡿ࠶࠼ഛࠕࡀ㈈ᅋ࣮ࢠࢿ࣮

ࡵࡓࡃ࠸࡚ࡵ National Board for Professional Teaching Standards  ࠾⫱Ꮫ㒊ᩍ࡚ࡆୖࡕ❧ࢆ

ࡿࡅ࠾ᩍ⫋Ꮫ㝔ࠊࡶᐇࡢᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡿࡅ Professional Curriculum ᣦࢆᚲせᛶࡢ

2011ࠊࡁ࠸࡚࠸ືࡃࡁࡣᩍ⫱ᨵ㠉ࡢ࣓࢝ࣜࠋࡓࡋ ᖺᑟධࡓࢀࡉ⡿ᅜࡢබᩍ⫱࡛

Common Core State Standards2014ࠊ ᖺࡽᩍဨೃ⿵⪅ࡿࡅཷࡀ Educative Teacher Performance 

Assessmentࠊ㏻⛠ edTPA  ࠋࡃ࠸࡚ࡗࡀ⧄

� ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬࡞࠺ࡼࡢ୰ኸ㞟ᶒⓗࠊ࡛࣓࢝ࣜ࠸࡞ࡢ࣒ࢸࢫࢩ࡞ᩍဨ㣴ᡂᏛࡧࡼ࠾ᩍᖌ

ᩍ⫱࡞ࡁຊࢆᣢࡣࡢࡘ⡿ᩍဨ㣴ᡂᏛ༠(AACTE) ࡛ࠋࡿ࠶AACTE 1948ࠊࡣ ᖺ

タ❧ࠊࢀࡉ⣙ 70 ᖺࡢṔྐࢆᣢࡘᕧࠋࡿ࠶࡛⧊⤌࡞JUSTEC 1987ࠊࡣ ᖺ AACTE ᙜࡢ

80ࠋࡓࢀࡉ❧タ࡚ࡗ࡞୰ᚰࡀ(༤ኈ㸦Dr. David Imigࢢࢵ࣑࣭ࢻࢵࣅࢹࡓࡗ࠶㛗࡛ࡢ

ᖺ௦ࠊࡣዲᬒẼ࡞᪥ᮏ〇ရࡸປാ⪅ࡢ㉁ࡢ㧗ࡀ࣓࢝ࣜࡉὀ┠ࡓࡗ࡞࠺ࡼࡿࡍᮇ࡛

 ࠋࡿ࠶ࡶ

� タ❧ᙜ࣓࢝ࣜࡢഃཧຍᏛࣅࣥࣟࢥࠊࡣᏛࢻ࣮࢛ࣇࣥࢱࢫ ࠊᏛࣅ࣮ࢲࣥࣂࠊ

 ࠊᕞ❧Ꮫ࢜ࣁ࢜ࠊᕞ❧Ꮫࣥ࢞ࢩ࣑ࠊᏛࢱࢯࢿ࣑ࠊᕷ❧Ꮫࢡ࣮࣮ࣚࣗࢽࠊᏛࢻࣝ

ィྜࡢᏛࢼࢹࣥࠊᕞ❧Ꮫࢦ࢚ࢹࣥࢧࠊᏛࣥࢺࣥࢩ࣡ 10 Ꮫ࡛ࠋࡓࡗ࠶᪥ᮏ

ഃࠊࡣᮾிᏛࠊி㒔Ꮫࠊ⟃ἼᏛࠊ ᮾிᏛⱁᏛࠊ༓ⴥᏛࠊឡ▱ᩍ⫱Ꮫࠊᗈᓥ

Ꮫࠊරᗜᩍ⫱Ꮫࠊ᪩✄⏣Ꮫࠊ⋢ᕝᏛࡢ 10 ᏛࡀཧຍࠊࡣࡵࡌࡣࠋࡓࡋᏛ㒊㛗ࢫࣛࢡ

ࡈࡢ࣮ࣂ࣓ࣥ❧タࡢࡧࡼ࠾༤ኈࢢࢵ࣑࣭ࢻࢵࣅࢹࠊࡀࡓࡗ࠶༠㆟࡛ࡓࡋ୰ᚰࢆ

㏥⫋࡞ୡ௦௦ࡢᮇධ2007ࠊࡵࡓࡓࡗ ᖺ௨㝆ࠊࡣᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡸᩍᖌᩍ⫱㛵ࡿࢃᏛ

2010ࠋࡓࡋฟⓎ࡚ࡗ࡞୰ᚰࡀᏛᩍဨ㐩ࡸ ᖺ࣓࢝ࣜࠊࡾࡼഃࢧ࣭ࢺࢵ࢙ࢪ࣮ࣗࣆࡣ

ົࢀࡒࢀࡑ࡚ࡋᇶᖿᏛࡀᕝᏛ⋣ࡣ᪥ᮏഃࠊᏛ (University of Puget Sound)ࢻࣥ࢘

ᒁࢆᢸࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ 

� 2010 ᖺ௨㝆ࠊJUSTEC ࠊedTPAࠊLesson Studyࠊࡣࢡࢵࣆࢺࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉ┠ᖺḟ࡛ὀࡢ

Teach for America  ࠋࡓࡁ࡚ࢀࡽࡆ࠶ࡀ࡞

� Lesson Study ࠋࡿ࠶㛵ᚰ࡛✲◊ࡓࡗࡀᗈ࡛࣓࢝ࣜࣝࢹࣔࢆࠖ✲◊ᤵᴗࠕࡢ᪥ᮏࠊࡣ

JUSTEC2014 ࡛ᇶㄪㅮ₇ࡓࢀࡉࢆᮾிᏛⱁᏛࡢ⸨ᩧு༤ኈࡢ⟬ᩘ࣭ᩘᏛࢆ୰ᚰᤣ࠼

Lesson Studyࠊࡽࡀ࡞ ᩍဨ㣴ࡓ࠼ഛࢆ⬟ᕫྥୖᶵ⮬ࡢࡵࡓࡢᅜ㝿⟬ᩘ࣭ᩘᏛᤵᴗᨵၿࠕࡣ

ᡂ࣒ࢸࢫࢩ㛤Ⓨ ⛠㏻ࠊࠖ IMPULS (International Math-teacher Professionalization Using Lesson 

Study)ࡢࡑ◊✲άືࢆᗈࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡆ 

� edTPA 2011-2013ࠊࡣ ᖺࡢヨ⾜ᮇ㛫ࠊࡓ⤒ࢆᩍဨೃ⿵⪅ᑐࡿࡍホ౯ࡸᨭࣟࣉ࠺⾜ࢆ

ࡢᏛࢻ࣮࢛ࣇࣥࢱࢫࠊࡣ✲◊ࡢࡇࠋࡿ࠶࡛࣒ࣛࢢ Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning 

and Equity(SCALE) AACTE  ᤵᴗຊホ౯㸦Teaching Performanceࠊࢀࢃ⾜࡚ࡋ㐃ᦠࡀ
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Assessment㸧ࡢᯟ⤌ࢆ࣒ࢸࢫࢩࡸ㛤ⓎࠋࡓࡋPecheone &Whittaker(2016 ࠊࡿ࠶ࡀ✲◊ࡿࡼ

ࡋ๓㏙ࡣᏛ࡛ࡢࡇࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࢀࡉሗ࿌ࡶᡂຌࡢᰯࢡ࣮ࣃ࣭ࢪࢵࣞ࢝Ꮫࢻ࣮࣓ࣥࣛࣜ

AACTEࠊࡿ࠸࡚ࡗࢆᩍ㠴ࡶᅾ⌧ࡀ༤ኈࢢࢵ࣑࣭ࢻࢵࣅࢹࡓ ᅗࠋࡿ࠼ゝඖ⭸࠾ࡢ 1

edTPAࠊࡣ ࡀ㉥Ⰽࠊࡀࡔࡢࡶࡓࡋ♧ࢆᐇ≧ἣࡢ edTPA ಟࢫ࣮ࢥ/චチྲྀᚓࡧࡼ࠾ᐇࢆ

ࡢ᮲௳ࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᕞ࡛ࠋࡿ࠶⥳ⰍࠊࡣedTPA ᐇ࡚ࡅྥ‽ഛࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᕞ࡛ⷧࠋࡿ࠶Ⲕ

edTPAࠊࡣ edTPAࠊࡀࡿࡵỴࢆཧຍࡀᕞࠋࡿ࡞ᕞࡢヨ⾜ẁ㝵ࡢ ࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡗࡀᗈ⡿ࡀ

 ࠋ㸦㈨ᩱ㸸edTPA ”Participation Map”㸧ࡿࢀྲྀࡳㄞࡀ

 

� Teach for America ࡣ 1990ᖺタ

⫱ᩍࡓࢀࡉ❧ NPO ࠊࡣᚩ≉ࠋࡿ࠶࡛

ᩍဨචチࡢ᭷↓㛵࣓ࠊࡎࡽࢃ

ࠊࢆ⏕Ꮫ⏕༞ᴗࡢὶᏛ୍ࡢ࢝ࣜ

༞ᴗᚋ㸰ᖺ㛫ࠊᩍ⫱ᅔ㞴ᆅᇦࡢᏛ

ࡇࡿࡍὴ㐵࡚ࡋ㠀ᖖㅮᖌᰯ

2007ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ ᖺࢿࢪࣅࠊࡣ

Ꮫ⏕ᑵ⫋ඛேẼࡢㄅࢡ࣮࣭࢘ࢫ

ࡢࢢࣥ࢟ࣥࣛ 10 2010ࠊ ᖺࡣ

ᩥ⣔Ꮫ⏕ᑵ⫋ඛேẼࣛࣥࢢࣥ࢟㸯

ࢆ⋓ᚓ࣮ࢲࠊࡋࡋࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ

Teach for Americaࠊࡣ✲◊ࡢ(2005)ࡽࢻࣥࣔࣁࣥࣜ ᩍဨࠊࡃ࡞㛵ಀࡣ࠸࡞ࡿ࠶ㅮᖌ࡛ࡢ

චチࢆᣢࡿ࠸࡚ࡗᩍဨࡢ᪉ࡀᣢ࠸࡞࠸࡚ࡗᩍဨࡸ௦᭰ᩍဨචチࡢᩍဨࡶࡾࡼᩍ⫱ຊࡀ㧗࠸

Teach for Americaࠊࡓࡲࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᣦ ὶᏛ୍ࠊࡵࡓ࠸࡞࠸࡚ࡋⓗ┠ࢆᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡀ

༞ᴗ⏕ࡸࣜࣕ࢟ࡢᴗࡢࡽᐤ㔠࠺࠸ࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞ࢫࢿࢪࣅᢈุࠋࡿ࠶ࡶ⯆῝

ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ㝣ୖ᪥ᮏ࡚ࡋTeach For JapanࡀTeach for Americaࡢࡇࠊࡣࡇ࠸

␃Ꮫ୰ࡢ 2008 ᖺ Teach for America タ❧⪅ฟࠊ࡛ࡇࡓࡗTeach For Japan タ❧ࡗ⮳

 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋඹദᡭᴗࡣࢺࣥ࣋ࠊࡀ࠸࡞ࡃ㧗ࡣᗘྡ▱ࡢ᪥ᮏ࡛ࠋࡔ࠺ࡑࡓ

� JUSTECࠊ࠺ࡼࡢࡇ ࠊ࡚ࡋ㏻ࢆ࡞ࢡࢵࣆࢺࡓࢀࡉ┠ᖺḟ࡛ὀࡧࡼ࠾ᬒ⫼ࡢ❧タࡢ

 ࠋࡿ࠼ゝࡀࡇࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࠶ࡋᙧ࡛ᙳ㡪࡞ࠎᵝࡀ⫱ᩍᖌᩍࡸᩍဨ㣴ᡂࡢ᪥ᮏ࣓࢝ࣜ

 

ཧ⪃ᩥ⊩㸸 

Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy. Task Force on Teaching as a Profession (1986) A 

Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century. Carnegie Forum on Education. 

ᅗ 1: edTPA  ᐇ≧ἣࡢ
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Darling-Hammond, Linda; Holtzman, Deborah; Gatlin, Su Jin; Vasquez Heilig, Julian (2005). Does 

Teacher Preparation Matter? Evidence about Teacher Certification, Teach for America, and 

Teacher Effectiveness. education policy analysis archives 13 (42), n42.edTPA.  

About edTPA < http://edtpa.aacte.org/about-edtpa#Overview-0>  

Edward R. Ducharme & Mary K. Ducharme  (1986) The American Association of Colleges for 

Teacher Education: A History. AACTE 

 � � <http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED417135.pdf#search=%27AACTE+A+History%27>  

JUSTECࠕJUSTEC  <http://justec.tamagawa.ac.jp/jp/about.htm>࡚ࠖ࠸ࡘ

Raymond L. Pecheone & Andrea Whittaker (2016) Well-prepared teachers inspire student learning. 

Phi Delta Kappan. p.8-13.  

Teach for America. Where Justice Begins <https://www.teachforamerica.org>  

Teach For Japan ࠕᩍᐊࡽୡ⏺ࢆኚࠖࡿ࠼<http://teachforjapan.org/program/selection>  

U.S. Department of Education (1983) A Nation at Risk 

<https://www2.ed.gov/pubs/NatAtRisk/risk.html>  
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Abstracts 
The Implementation of a New Course of Study in 2020 

     

                                                    Shigenobu MOCHIZUKI㸨 

 The new course of study which will take effect in 2020 contains a number of keywords that will 

be implemented in the school curriculum. They include active learning, curriculum management, 

and a school curriculum open to the community. In modern Japan, education has attempted to 

overcome the binary division between group instruction and individualized teaching and 

problem-solving and knowledge centered learning. In particular, the technical terms as 

“quality/ability” and “a communicative-based independent learning” originate from this dualism. 

Beginning with the Fundamental Law of Education (2006) revisions of the course of study have 

focused on altering this binary division. This 2020 revision aims at developing a global identity 

while recognizing the benefits of Japanese tradition and culture. In reflecting on the course of study 

during the post-war period, we can see this discourse, whatever the actual terms used have been, 

has remained the same. In conclusion, we suggest that educational discourse should be based on 

actual classroom practice, not educational discourse.  

㸨Professor Emeritus, Meiji Gakuin University 

 

British Educational Problems: 14㹼19 Cohort 

 

Michiko DAIGO㸨 

� The problem of young people especially NEET has been a big problem in the U.K. England.  

The National Union of Teachers (NUT) believes that by 19 all young people should have the skills, 

knowledge and attributes necessary to participate fully and effectively in adult life. Thus, they 

should have had the opportunity to develop their individual potential to the fullest, whether 

intellectual, creative, practical, or a combination of these. They should be active citizens, equipped 

to contribute to the economic, social, political and cultural heritage of the country and its many 

communities. They should have a passion for learning and should see it as a natural, necessary and 

enjoyable part of adult life.  

The service called ‘Connection’ is a typical consultation support system to connect young 
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people before they reach age 16 through the 16-18 year old period when they finish compulsory 

education. The program provides students opportunities to enrich their experience as learners, and 

to develop the skills needed by employers and for national economic success. 

㸨Part-time lecturer, Aoyama Gakuin University 

 

Memorandum of WCCES in Beijing, 2016  

                                                               Yoko YAMATO㸨 

I attended the WCCES XIII World Congress held at Beijing Normal University in August 

2016. The main theme of the conference was, “Dialects of Education: Comparative Perspectives”. 

The subtitle, ‘Global Perspectives, Local Solutions’, was in both English and Chinese, but the 

Chinese subtitle was translated as ‘Looking at the world through Chinese eyes’. I personally felt a 

bit uncomfortable as the campus was fully open to the public during the conference. The local 

people who saw the Chinese subtitle and witnessed academics visiting from all over the world 

might have the impression the conference was held for China. Unfortunately, nobody paid much 

attention to the Chinese subtitle. 

      The overall impression of the conference was quite good as student volunteers, many of 

them undergraduates, did an excellent job of providing hospitality with charming smiles. The 

school canteen food served for the participants was far better quality than the food offered at 

Chinese universities a decade ago, although some participants complained saying it was very poor 

and not good enough compared to the previous conference held in Istanbul, Turkey. You can 

compare the things over time or space; the former was great while the latter was not favourable.    

Although I am fairly well acquainted with customs in China as I lived there for five years, I 

was shocked when I arrived around eight in the evening at the hotel to find my reservation had been 

cancelled. It is the local custom to cancel reservations of people who do not appear by six!  

㸨Part-time lecturer, Toyo Eiwa University 

 

It’s easier than you think 

Mari DOBASHI㸨 

  I work for a public senior high school in Fuji, Shizuoka. I had a chance to study abroad at the 

Institute of Education, University of London (now part of University College London). There I 
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acquired a Master’s Degree in TESOL (Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages). In 

Japan, English teachers are supposed to focus on communicative or interactive classes under the 

new curriculum, which was implemented in 2013. However, much of the implementation of active 

learning depends on we teachers. As I wrote in my dissertation on the dichotomy between 

communicative language teaching and grammar teaching methods, there are structural issues such 

as entrance examinations, large class sizes, a lack of teacher training (pre and in-service), and a 

discrepancy between Western and Japanese ways of communication. However, students have lower 

hurdles than we think. Teachers’ use of English both in and out of the classroom can encourage 

students to speak English. Teachers play an important role for a brighter future for English 

education in Japan.  

㸨Teacher, Fuji Higashi Senior High School 

 

Seeking the Fact of Pastoral Care in English Public Schools� � � � � � �           

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � Hajime FURUSAKA㸨 

I have been interested in English Public Schools because they value not only the results of 

university entrance examinations but also non-academic education such as sports, drama, music, 

the arts and other extra-curricular activities or social services despite being academically high 

achieving schools.  Currently, my research target is pastoral care in independent schools including 

English Public Schools. Although pastoral care is an unfamiliar term in Japan, it is important in 

both independent and state schools in the UK. My long term research at secondary schools in the 

UK suggests that pastoral care has two aspects. In a narrow sense, it is care which supports or 

nurtures the success of each pupil as a whole person. In a broad sense, it covers a wide range of 

academic, mental, physical, spiritual aspects in addition to physical safety.  

As a participant in a group project, I had the opportunity to visit nine prestigious traditional 

schools called ‘The Nine’ or the ‘Great Schools’ such as Winchester College, Eton College, Harrow 

School and St Paul’s School. After completing this research, I started to undertake my own further 

research on pastoral care in independent schools. Whereas there are a significant number of 

previous studies on pastoral care focusing on states schools, there are very few previous studies 

focusing on independent schools. Therefore, I am investigating pastoral care in independent schools 

from the viewpoint of comparative education between state schools and independent schools, 

especially English Public Schools.�  

㸨Research Staff, Lifelong Learning Department, Ministry of Education 
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Roundtable about "Teacher Education" 

Haruo KIMURA㸨 

On November 12, 2016, a roundtable was held at Meiji Gakuin University on the theme of 

"teacher education". In Japan, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

(MEXT) is advancing educational reform. "Teacher education" influences whether it will succeed 

or not. In the first part of the roundtable, three experts who researched overseas education reported 

on the actual circumstances of teacher education in countries outside of Japan. In the second part, 

seven experts reported on the theme of Japanese teacher education. In those reports, they talked 

about international exchange of researchers in Japan and the United States, training of geography 

teachers in Japan, the UK and France, the situation of teacher education at each university, and the 

problem of teacher training for special support education. In today's reform, teachers are required to 

change teaching methods. We need to consider how teachers develop their abilities. In the general 

discussion, we discussed how the institutions of higher education can cope with complicated issues, 

and we were able to recognize a number of important issues about current teaching conditions and 

teacher education in our country. 

㸨� Vice-President, Benesse Educational Research and Development Institute 

 

Insight into Teacher Education in the U.S. through JUSTEC 

                                                                    Chie Ohtani㸨 

The Japan-U.S. Teacher Education Consortium (JUSTEC) was established under the aegis of 

AACTE (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education), the biggest voluntary 

association of higher education institutions for teacher education in the U.S. in 1987. Through an 

examination of the topics at JUSTEC meetings over the years, this article describes the teacher 

education movement in the U.S. and the AACTE influence in teacher education in the U.S. after the 

federal report "A Nation at Risk" in 1983 and "A Nation Prepared" in 1986. In the 1990's and early 

2000’s, the major interests of participants at JUSTEC annual meetings were analyzing TIMSS 

(Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) and PISA (Programme for 

International Student Assessment) results. After JUSTEC evolved as an independent organization 

of interested university faculty, hot topics of discussion were lesson study, edTPA, Teach for 

America, etc.  

㸨Professor, Tamagawa University 
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≉� ሗ�  ࡍࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡛ࡵ࠾
2017 ᖺ 3 ᭶ 18 ᪥᪩✄⏣Ꮫᅜ㝿㆟ሙ࡛ㅮ₇ࡓࡗࡉ࡞ࢆ David Waterhouse ࢺࣥࣟࢺ

Ꮫྡᩍᤵ2017ࠊࡀ ᖺᗘླྀࡢ㝿ࠊ࡚ࡋ᪫᪥୰⥓㈹ࠋࡓࡋࡲࢀࡽ࡞ࡅཷ࠾ࢆᩍᤵ

 ࠋࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ࠸ࡓࡋ࠸⚃࠾ࢆ㈹ཷࡢᩍᤵࡶࡕࡓࡋࡃࡓࢃࠊࡀࡍࡲࢀࡽ࠾࡛ࢇ႐ࡶ㌟⮬ࡈ

�  ࠋࡍணᐃ࡛ࡿࡍබห࡚ࡋOccasional Paperࠊࡣㅮ₇ෆᐜࡓࢀࡉ࡞ࡀWaterhouseᩍᤵࠊ࠾࡞

㏣ࠋࡍࡲࡋࡓ࠸ࡏࡽ▱࠾࡚ࡗከࡢࡃဨࡢ᪉ࠊࠎᡭ࠸ࡓࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡗྲྀࡢᛮࠋࡍࡲ࠸ 

᪥ⱥᩍ⫱◊✲ົᒁ 

News on Decoration 
Congratulation! Dr David Waterhouse, Professor Emeritus, Toronto University, 

was decorated in May by Heisi Tenno with the Order of Rising Sun, Gold Ray with 

Neck Ribbon for his contribution not only to his studies and cultural communication 

with Japan and Asia but also to advancement of Judo as a British Judoka. His 

memorable lecture, How a classic education in England led me to Judo, Japanese 

music and Japanese art, given on 18th March 2017 at Waseda University will be 

published as Occasional Paper this fall.    

 
 
ົᒁ㏻ಙ  
㸯2017ࠊ ᖺᗘᐃᮇ⥲㛤ദ㏻▱ࢆဨྛ࠾ᒆࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋࡅ⥲ᙜ᪥ࠊከࡢࡃဨࡢⓙ

ᵝࢆࡇࡿࢀ┠࠾ᴦࠋࡍࡲࡾ࠾࡚ࡋࡳࡋ 

㸰ࠊᐃᮇ⥲ഛࠊ࡚࠼ဨྛᡤᒓኚ᭦ࠊ㌟ศኚ᭦ࠊᏛྲྀᚓࠊ᪂࠸ࡋࡢᡂᯝ࡞

࠸ࡶ᪉࠸࡞ࡢ⤡㐃ࡈࠊ᪉୍ࡿࡷࡋࡗࡽ࠸ࡀဨࡓࡗࡉࡔࡃ⤡㐃ࡈࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋࡡᑜ࠾ࢆ

ࡲࡋࡓ࠸ഛᩚࢆဨྡ⡙ࠋ࠸ࡉࡔࡃ⤡㐃ࡈ࡛ࡲົᒁࠊࡣሗ࡞ᚲせࠋࡍࡲ࠸ࡷࡋࡗࡽ

 ࠋࡍ

㏆┤ࠋࡍࡲࡋࡓ࠸ເ㞟ࢆဨࡿࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡋⲔヰ࡛ࠖⓎゝ✲◊ࠕࡢ࠸ྜࡧᏛ࡞᭶ⓗ‽ࠊ3

ୗࡣ⤡㐃ࡈࠋ࠸ࡉࡔࡃⓎゝࡈ⏤⮬ࠊ࡚ࡋ༶㛵ᚰ✲◊ࡢศ⮬ࡈࠊࡎࡽ㝈ᡂᯝ✲◊ࡢ

グົᒁᢸᙜ࠾࡛ࡲ㢪ࠋࡍࡲࡋ⮴࠸ 

� ົ� ᒁ� 㛗�  ᮧ� ᒣ� �  ᣅ 

                                                    takumvn@u-gakugei.ac.jp 

ົᒁᢸᙜᖿ�  㕥� ᮌ� ឵� ୍ 

Sasika933111@lilac.plala.or.jp 
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⦅㞟ᚋグ 
⦅㞟ᢸᙜᖿ� ୖ� ᲄ� 㞞� Ꮚ㸨 

� ᅇ࣮ࠖࢱࣞࢬ࣮ࣗࢽࠕࡢ➨ 2 ᕳ➨ 3 ྕ㸦㏻⟬ 7 ྕ㸧ࡢ⦅㞟ࠊ࡚ࡗࡓ࠶ᖺᗘ➨୍ᅇ

◊✲⥲㸦5 ᭶㸧࡛ሗ࿌ࡓࢀࡉ Robert Aspinall ဨᢞ✏ࢆ㢪ࠊࡓࡲࠊࡋ࠸ᖺᗘ➨ᅇ

◊✲⥲㸦11 ᭶㸧࡛࣓࢝ࣜ᪥ᮏࡢᩍᖌᩍ⫱㛵㐃ඹྠάືࡈࢆሗ࿌ࡓࡗࡉࡔࡃ㇂༓ᜨ

⋢ᕝᏛᩍᤵᐤ✏࠾ࢆ㢪ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋ࠸ᖾ࠾࠸ேࡈࡢࡽ༠ຊࢆᚓ࡚࣮ࣝࣀࣆࢫࠊ

ဨࡢᐤ✏ศࢫࣜࢠࡣᩍ⫱ࠊ࡚ࡋ㇂ᩍᤵࡈࡢᐤ✏ࡣ◊✲ሗ࿌࡚ࡋᥖ㍕ࡋࡓ࠸

ࡽ㞟ጤဨ⦆ࠊࡓࡲࠋࡓࡋࡲ 3 ࡈࡢ᪉ࡢࢀࡒࢀࡑࠊࡀࡓࡋࡲࡋ࠸㢪࠾ࢆ✏ᢞࡈࠎ᪉ࡢྡ

ᢞ✏࣒ࠖࣛࢥࠕࢆḍᥖ㍕ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡋࡓ࠸ 

� ᅇࡢࢫࣜࢠࠊᩍ⫱ࠊ࡚ࡵึࠊ࡚࠸ࡘ᪥ⱥᩍ⫱◊✲ဨᇳ➹ࢆ౫㢗ࡋࡓ࠸

㸯㸲㸫㸯㸷ṓࠕࠊᑾຊ࡛ࡈࡢ㓬㓮㊰Ꮚဨࠋࡓࡋࡲ 㟷ࠖᑡᖺࡢᩍ⫱ၥ㢟㛵ࡿࡍグࢆᥖࡆ

 ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡁ࡛ࡀࡇࡿ

� ⦅㞟ጤဨୖࠊ࡚ࡋグࡈࡢᐤ✏⪅ྛཌࡃᚚ♩ࠋࡍࡲࡆୖࡋ⏦ࢆ 

� ࡞᭶ⓗ‽ࡢ㏵ูࡣᐃᮇⓗ◊✲⥲࡛⛠ྡࡢⲔヰࠖ✲◊ࠕࡣ᪥ⱥᩍ⫱◊✲ࠊ࠾࡞

Ꮫࡢ࠸ྜࡧᶵࢆタ࡚ࡅᒃྛࡢ࡛ࡇࡑࠊࡀࡍࡲࡾࡈࡢⓎゝࡁ࡛࡛࣮ࠖࢱࣞࢬ࣮ࣗࢽࠕࡶ

ࠊࡣⓎゝࡈࡢࠎ᪉ࡢᾏእࠋࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ࠸ࡓࡋ࠺ࡼࡿࡍࡏሗ࠾ⓙᵝࡢဨࡾ㝈ࡿ

Occasional paper ࡃ⏝άࡈࡎࡽࢃᩱ↓ࠊ᭷ᩱࠊ࡛ࡢࡍࡲࡾ࠶ࡶࡇࡿࢀࡉⓎห࡚ࡋ

 ࠋࡍࡲࡋࡓ࠸࠸㢪࠾࠺ࡼࡍࡲ࠸ࡉࡔ

� ࠺ࡼࡍࡲ࠸ࡉ࡞ά㌍ࡈඖẼ࠾ࠋ୰᭱ࡢ⥳᪂ࡣࢁࡇࡃᒆᡭඖ࠾ࡀ࣮ࢱࣞࢬ࣮ࣗࢽࡢࡇ

♳ᛕࠋࡍࡲࡋࡓ࠸ 

㸨⚄ዉᕝᏛྡᩍᤵ 
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